Strolling through T.O.
(Toronto – 1999)
[UPDATE: February, 2009—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I’ll be leaving the original text intact but adding
additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I’ll also add some additional
scanned photos to enhance the original travelogues.]
For the past four years, my main vacation has been taking the quiz bowl team to national tournaments in the East or South. In
some ways it was refreshing that this year the Garrigan quiz bowl team did not qualify for nationals. Since I didn’t have any
commitments with school, I made arrangements with Margaret to take a trip that we had been talking about for years—a visit to
Canada’s largest city, Toronto.
[Toronto was far from the only place I went in 1999. With cheap gas and a boost in income that came from getting my
gifted and talented certification, this was a big travel year. I’d made a trip to Cleveland, a city I’d never been to before, at
Easter. I never wrote a travelogue of that trip, but I would write up many of the same things I saw in ’99 when I re-visited that
city on one of my baseball journeys later on. I also went to Chicago (a city I’ve described in numerous travelogues) at the
Fourth of July. Both of those trips were basically long weekends, though, while this was a “real” vacation.]

THURSDAY, July 29
Algona, Iowa to Decorah, Iowa (appx. 150 miles)
I finished teaching my summer Statistics class on Tuesday, but a couple of students had to take their finals late. I waited
around this morning for them to finish them, and then went out to the local center of Iowa Lakes Community College. I graded the tests
and then completed my grades for the summer. Then it was time to set off on vacation.
[This was a busy week, and I ended up putting A LOT of miles on my car this week—even though it was not my car
we’d take on vacation. I’d made the round of all the ILCC campuses earlier in the week, collecting the tests my students took
so I could correct them. I also did served as a volunteer guide when RAGBRAI, the annual bike ride across Iowa, came to
Algona. On top of that I went down to the state baseball tournament in Marshalltown on Wednesday. It was Garrigan’s first
appearance at state baseball, and we did very well in our debut. It was ridiculously hot at state, but I was pleased to see the
team do well. The first pictures I’ll insert here arte from the state tournament.

LEFT: Signs at entrance to Marshalltown Stadium
RIGHT: The Golden Bears charging the field
(1999 IHSAA State Baseball Tournament)
This had been an unusually hot summer, and
today was one of the hottest days of the year. As I set
off from Algona, the temperature hovered around 95o.
My car has no air conditioning, so it was absolutely infero
nal as I headed eastward on highway 18. I did a double-take when I saw a thermometer at the Mason City fairgrounds that read 108 ,
o
o
but although it may have been inaccurate, it wasn’t that far off; the various bank thermometers ranged from 99 to 105 .
I stopped briefly in downtown Mason City to drop off some trophies that needed to be engraved for school (the one tie this
year’s trip did have to the quiz bowl team). [There would be confusion with those trophies, one of which I’d never get back. For
that reason I haven’t done business with Trophies Unlimited since then.] Then I stopped again at a Conoco station for gas. Gas
prices have gone up rapidly in the past month, and I was less than happy at paying $1.099—which would turn out to be just about the

cheapest gas we would see on this trip. (Then again, while I’ll probably always complain about gas prices, I must remember that when
I was in college almost two decades ago, I was paying $1.219 [and I saw prices then—though did not pay—as high as $1.299].)
I took U.S. 18 east to New Hampton, where I picked up state highway 24. Near Ft. Atkinson I passed the bicyclists of
RAGBRAI, the Register’s Annual Great Bike Ride Across Iowa. Ten thousand people were making the bike trip across the state, and I
can only say they were insane. In the hellish heat, the riders looked half dead as they pedaled up the hills. At least when I picked up
speed, there was a bit of a breeze coming in the window; it must have been absolutely miserable on two wheels.
It was mid-afternoon when I got to Margaret’s. Her home is also not air conditioned, but the basement is set into a hillside and
is very well insulated, so it was surprisingly cool even on this torrid afternoon. We visited for a while, and I looked through the pictures
of her recent trip to Peru.
It was far too hot to consider cooking, so Margaret suggested we go out for dinner. Since RAGBRAI was staying overnight in
Decorah, we went east to the town of Waukon. After looking at the alternatives, we decided to have dinner at Gus & Tony’s, a pizza
and steak house on the main drag. I had lasagna, and Margaret had steak.
We went back to Margaret’s house, visited some more, and watched a bit of news. The big story was about an Atlanta man
who killed his family, his stockbroker, and himself [a gruesome story I’m sorry to say I don’t remember at all a decade later].
There seems to be so much senseless violence these days; I wish we could find a way to get it all under control. After watching the
news reports, we visited some more and then went to bed.

FRIDAY, July 30
Decorah, Iowa to Howe, Indiana (appx. 450 miles)
It was incredibly hot all night, and neither Margaret nor I slept well. Margaret left her room and went down to the basement,
where she managed to catch a few winks. I had two different fans blowing full blast on me, but all they seemed to do was move around
hot air. I woke up at least once every hour, and I can’t say I was exactly refreshed in the morning. [I still remember this night quite
distinctly, and it was truly miserable.]
We were up early, had a bit of coffee, and then got Margaret’s car loaded up. We had debated whose car to take, but given
the heat, the fact that Margaret’s did have air conditioning easily made the decision. We took state highway 31 south to Postville, then
U.S. 51 on to Luxembourg. There was a bit of construction near Guttenberg, but otherwise we just cruised along. At Luxembourg, we
took highway 136 down to Dyersville. We followed U.S. 20 east toward Dubuque, and then headed down U.S. 61 to Maquoketa.
We had planned to stop at John & Janet’s for lunch. Since we were off earlier than we planned and stopped nowhere en
route, we were quite a bit early arriving at their house. [In fact, John had just barely gotten up, and Janet had not yet come home
for her lunch break.] They were gracious in welcoming us, and we had a nice visit. We also had a healthy lunch including a tuna
salad with salsa and turkey sandwiches. Unfortunately, we had a long trip ahead of us, so before long we had to be on our way again.
We drove south to the Quad Cities, where we picked up Interstate 80. It was a dull drive across the plains of Illinois before we
stopped for gas at Ottawa. I passed much of the time by reading aloud to Margaret from a bunch of tourist information I had printed out
from various websites.
As we drove, I also thought of many of my students back at Garrigan. This year, for the first time in school history, the Golden
Bear baseball team had qualified for the state tournament. I had gone down to watch the Bears win their opening game at State on
Wednesday. They came from behind, but ended up winning decisively. This afternoon they would be playing in the semi-finals. I tried
to imagine what was happening. I pictured Sam Lickteig starting things out by being hit by a pitch [Sam still holds the school record
in that category], future major leaguer Brad Nelson slamming another powerful home run [he was at the time the state recordholder in homers (he’s now third all-time), and he still holds the state record for RBIs], John Mosbach making an impressive
running catch, and Mark Anderson stepping up with a complete game win after not having pitched for weeks. [Brad Nelson, who
would go on to play first base and right field professionally, was the team’s ace and had pitched in every single playoff game.
That reminded me of a quote from Cal Ripken’s autobiography. He noted that on absolutely every high school team the stud
player pitches and plays shortstop—precisely the positions Brad played, though he was never seriously considered at either
of them after he was drafted by the Brewers.] I also pictured a big inning where we hit through the order. (I’m definitely no psychic,
but I found out after returning home that every one of those things actually happened. [This wasn’t really a surprise. I’d been to
LOTS of games during the season, and most of them had happened repeatedly.]) In addition to being athletically talented, the
team is a bunch of good people. I enjoy teaching them, and I certainly wished them the best in the tournament. I really wish I could
have been in Marshalltown to watch them, but there was no way this trip could be re-scheduled.
From Ottawa we headed on toward Chicago. Just past the intersection with I-55 at Joliet, traffic suddenly came to a dead
stop. I-80 is rarely a good way across Chicagoland, and today it was worse than usual. There was construction all through Joliet,
narrowing the highway to just one lane in each direction. We crawled on for four more miles, and eventually decided to exit and try an
alternative route.

“Plan B” turned out to be one of the best ways I know to get across Chicagoland [though I’ve never taken it again since].
We took Illinois highway 7 from Joliet north to Lockport and then eastward to Orland Park. There we picked up U.S. 6 (159th Street),
which we followed east to almost the Illinois/Indiana border. It was kind of fun to pass all the major intersections, which are the same
streets where the ‘L’ trains stop further north: Harlem, Oak Park, Ridgeland, Central, Cicero, Pulaski, Kedzie, Western, Ashland,
Halstead, and State. It amazes me that these streets keep their names all through the suburbs, but it did make it easy to chart our
progress as we headed along. The route passes endless car dealers, condo developments, and shopping centers—not exactly a great
view, but no unpleasant either. It seemed as if every shopping center had a bank with a thermometer, and every one of them read over
o
100 . Thank goodness for air conditioning!
Eventually we turned onto Torrence Avenue, which is also highway 83. We returned to I-80 and headed east into Indiana. We
hit more traffic problems just across the border, but fortunately the eastbound traffic was not nearly so backed up as the other side of
the road. The westbound traffic was bumper-to-bumper for over ten miles, stretching nearly all the way to the Indiana Tollroad at the
east end of the urban area.
We got on the tollroad (which is also I-80) at Portage and continued heading eastward, stopping only briefly for a toilet break at
one of the service areas en route. We passed South Bend and Elkhart, and eventually we made it to Exit 121, near the town of Howe.
Howe is right on the Michigan border. In fact the tollroad is less than half a mile into Indiana, and as we turned south after the
exit, we saw a sign welcoming us to the state we had already been in for two hours. We went south about a mile on Indiana highway 9
and stopped for the night at Howe’s Super 8 motel.
Here we found out an interesting fact. Most of Indiana is located in the Eastern Time Zone. At Chicago we had set our
watches forward, assuming it would be an hour later than the time zone we had left. At Howe, though, all the clocks showed the same
time we use in Iowa. Apparently Indiana doesn’t use daylight time, so in summer the time is the same as Central. Just across the
border in Michigan, though, it is an hour later. On TV the announcers referred to “Indiana time” and “Michigan time” in giving the times
of the shows.
After settling into the motel, we drove north about three miles to Sturgis, Michigan, a much larger town than Howe. We had
dinner at a Big Boy restaurant in Sturgis. I think the last time I ate at a Big Boy was when I was in college and I was visiting my mother
at Burlington hospital. [Marc’s Big Boy was on Roosevelt Avenue near the Burlington K-Mart. I stopped there pretty much
every time I went to see Mommy in the hospital; I couldn’t count how many times all together. The place closed down about
the time I graduated from college; there’s a bank in the same location today.] I liked the chain then, and I still do. I had some
tasty fried ham [which is what I usually ordered in Burlington], while Margaret had an Oriental chicken salad. Our waiter, Andrew,
was more than a bit out of it; but he did manage to get our food to us.
You could tell how hot the day was by the amount of beverages we went through. I had iced tea, and I went through no less
than three enormous glasses at dinner. Rather oddly, instead of just refilling my glass, Andrew brought me a new glass with a fresh
lemon each time I drained another tea.
Back at the motel we watched the evening news. Most of the reports were about the record heat. In some area towns they
had the hottest day on record—in over a hundred years of reporting. More than 50 people had died from the heat in Chicago, and all
the power companies were urging people to conserve energy. There was some good news, though. A front was over Iowa now, and it
was expected to continue moving eastward. By the time we were in Canada, there should be at least a bit of relief.

SATURDAY, July 31

Howe, Indiana to Ingersoll, Ontario (310 miles)
We were off early again this morning (about 7:30). We headed back up to Sturgis and then followed U.S. 12 across southern
Michigan. This is very much tourist country; all the towns around here try hard to look quaint, and they’re all stocked full of antique
shops, bed and breakfasts, and the like.
As we drove along, I read aloud the travelogue our mother wrote in 1976, when we took a trip around Lake Superior and then
down to Toronto and Brantford, Ontario. I had recently dug up the letter, and it was fascinating to read about both the places we were
about to visit and the places I saw last summer when I went up to Sault Sainte Marie and Thunder Bay. [I’m not sure where I put that
letter after this trip; I can’t seem to find it now. I still have the main souvenir I bought on that trip, a glass mug (presumably a
beer stein) commemorating the ’76 Olympics in Montreal.]
We stopped for gas at Clinton and then drove on east toward Detroit. U.S. 12 is mostly a two-lane highway, but it widened to
as many as ten lanes as we headed eastward. There was very little traffic this morning, and we made it quickly through the Detroit
suburbs. U.S. 12 is mostly a dumpy strip through the suburbs, although I did see one thing that got me in the mood for Canada. Tim
Horton’s is a chain of doughnut shoppes that is absolutely everywhere in Ontario. They’re owned by the Wendy’s fast food chain, and
they’re really quite nice. [Wendy’s divested in 2007, so today Tim Horton’s is one of the largest Canadian-owned companies.]
When I was up north last summer, I ate there because they were the only food vaguely near my motel in Sault Sainte Marie.
Apparently the chain has recently expanded into Michigan, and this morning Tim Horton’s welcomed us to Dearborn.

We stopped in Dearborn to visit Greenfield Village, one of the places my mother had written about in our 1976 trip. I had been
back to Greenfield once since then [on a trip with Paul’s family; Nancy has relatives who live just south of here], but I didn’t really
remember the place at all. It’s interesting. Henry Ford used his vast wealth to buy up historic buildings from around the country. He
moved them to Michigan and re-assembled them in a sort of theme park dedicated to American history. [The reference to Ford’s
“vast wealth” reminds me that as I write this revision all the major automakers are on the verge of bankruptcy. I wonder what
their founders would think of their successors running the companies into the ground.]

LEFT: Thomas Edison’s Lab
RIGHT: Wright Brothers’ Cycle Shop
Greenfield Village
Dearborn, Michigan
I was especially interested in Thomas Edison’s Menlo Park laboratory. I remember visiting the Edison National Historic Site in
New Jersey with my father back in 1983. The Menlo Park lab (which was also moved here from New Jersey) is smaller, but also very
interesting. The invention they concentrate on here is the phonograph, which Edison considered his masterpiece. It was fascinating to
listen to a guide explaining what a phonograph was to kids that had grown up in the age of tapes and CDs. She asked if anyone knew
what the first words of recorded sound were. No one else volunteered, so I raised my hand and offered the correct answer: “Mary had
a little lamb.” It was fun to see another volunteer make a recording of their voice on a tin cylinder. In this high tech age, I’m still
impressed by the simple elegance of inventions like the phonograph. That’s probably because I can understand how these inventions
work, while I’m completely clueless how digital systems manage to reproduce sound and pictures. [That’s only become more true as
even more years have passed. I’m glad to have access to computer-based inventions, but I really find the old-fashioned
gizmos more interesting.]
Margaret was fascinated to look around the lab and see numerous bottles of chemicals similar to those our father kept in labs
back when he worked as a scientist. The guide told us that the lab had stood empty for years following Edison’s death, and the
chemicals were gone when it was moved to Michigan. They managed to contact the chemical companies, though, and from invoice
records they were able to re-create exactly those chemicals that Edison had on hand in his lab. My bet is that they don’t have the
actual chemicals there today (one dead giveaway for that is the fact that there are no hazard signs), but they certainly did a good job of
finding impressive looking liquids and powders to put on display.
We also saw Henry Ford’s birthplace, the school he went to as a boy, and his first car factory. We saw the Wright Brothers’
home and the bicycle shop where they built their first airplane, with a piece of the original plane on display. We saw the home of Noah
Webster, who is a distant ancestor on our mother’s side, as well as those of Luther Burbank and George Heinz (as in ketchup and 57
sauce). We saw impressive memorials to George Washington Carver and Stephen Foster, and the Logan County Courthouse where
Abraham Lincoln first practiced law. We also saw slave quarters from the Hermitage, a lovely old New England chapel, a steamship,
and an old fashioned carousel.
We had lunch at Greenfield Village at a place called A Taste of History. This is a modern cafeteria where they recreate
recipes from the past. I had some delicious black bean soup and peach brown Betty, while Margaret lunched on jambalaya and a
dessert called Millionaire’s pie (pecan cream with big hunks of chocolate in it) [which I must say sounds absolutely repulsive as I
type this; why you’d ruin pecan pie with chocolate, I have no clue—it’s got to be sickeningly sweet].
Most of the interstates in Detroit were under construction this summer; indeed, the main route through downtown was entirely
closed for reconstruction. Because of this, we chose to continue on streets as we left Greenfield Village. We followed Oakwood
Boulevard southeast into the city and then headed northward trough a rather rundown neighborhood to just south of the downtown
area. Almost by accident (since things were very badly signed) we found the approach to the Ambassador Bridge. We paid our toll,
and before long we had left the United States.
Detroit is the only place where you drive due south to get from the U.S. into Canada. Across the St. Clair River is the city of
Windsor, and these two large cities make this bridge the busiest border crossing anywhere on earth. [This is supposedly true, though

it’s hard for me to believe that the I-5 crossing at San Diego/Tijuana isn’t busier.] It was still miserably hot as we crossed into
Canada, and again we were most thankful that we were headed east instead of west. The bridge well over a mile long, and cars were
backed up more than halfway across it waiting to pass through customs into Detroit. Eastbound there was only a short wait to get into
Canada.
We may not have had to wait on the bridge, but this was definitely the most thorough inspection I have ever been through
going into Canada. In fact, of all the trips I have taken, only Moscow airport in the old Soviet Union posed a more difficult customs
experience. We pulled up to the booth and were greeted by a pleasant man. He asked all the standard questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where are you from?
Where are you going?
How long will you be in Canada?
Do you have any guns?
Do you have any liquor?
Do you have any drugs?
Do you have anything else other than clothing and other personal items?

He didn’t seem to entirely believe us when we honestly answered “no” to everything, and he also asked us if we knew anyone in
Toronto. He paused a moment and then placed a yellow slip under Margaret’s windshield wiper and asked us to pull forward to the
canopy for a thorough inspection. Under the canopy (which was large enough to house over twenty cars) two other officers politely
asked us to get out and stand beside the car. They asked Margaret to open the hatch in back, which was impossible, since the gravel
dust from her road had permanently closed the lock. [That had to be somewhat suspicious in itself.] So, piece by piece, they
opened every item of luggage and checked through everything. They also went through the glove compartment and shined flashlights
behind the seats and under the dash. After about five minutes they satisfied themselves that we were not smugglers, wished us well,
and sent us on our way.
I would love to know just what that yellow slip said. We didn’t snoop, and the officers under the canopy took it with them. I
have no idea what the problem was, but it certainly was a thorough inspection. Most likely we were just the car number whatever
where every so many cars was targeted for a search. It’s possible, though, that Toronto sent up a red flag. This weekend the city was
hosting a festival called Caribana, a celebration of Caribbean culture and music. We read in the paper that many visitors to Caribana
had been targeted by Canada Customs, both on suspicion of smuggling drugs and for the possibility of illegal immigration. Being white
Americans, we certainly didn’t fit the profile of the typical Caribana partier, but it’s still possible that destination could have targeted us
for a search.
We headed away from Customs on Huron Church Road, a six-lane street that is also Ontario highway 3. This is the main strip
in Windsor, and we passed all the same businesses we’d seen earlier in the day in Dearborn. The main difference is that while
Dearborn was dumpy and run-down, most of Windsor looked new and bright. We stopped briefly at a convenience store called Mac’s,
where Margaret used an ATM to get some Canadian money (much easier than changing at a bank, like we used to have to do), and we
bought some pop and ice cream.

Point Peelee – the southernmost point in Canada
It was still miserably hot as we headed southeast from Windsor. We took highway 3 toward the town of Leamington, where we
changed to a series of county roads. This is farm country, and it’s even flatter and duller than Illinois. Past Leamington we drove right
next to Lake Erie, past an almost endless wall of resort cottages. Before long we made it to Point Peelee National Park, a nature
preserve that is home to the southernmost point in Canada.

Point Peelee is at almost the same latitude as Chicago, but its natural geography makes it seem even further south. The
native vegetation here is known as Carolinian forest, named for the Carolinas where it is most often found. The tall deciduous trees are
a marked change from the scrubby pine forest you see throughout most of Canada. There are also large areas of swamp, marsh, and
prairie that make for a wide variety of natural habitats in a tiny little park.
We quickly went through the visitors’ center (or rather “centre”) and then took a bus-like affair they have that runs almost to the
tip. From there it’s a just a short hike on to the end of the peninsula. We crossed the 42nd Parallel (five degrees further south than the
line that forms the border out west). There’s really not much to see at the point—just a rocky beach and the gray waters of Lake Erie.
It is amazing to think, given the enormous size of the Great Lakes, that Sandusky, Ohio is just thirty miles south of here.
As we left Point Peelee, we heard a discomforting announcement on the radio at the visitors’ centre. The sky had been
clouding over all afternoon, and it looked as if storms were likely. On the radio we heard an urgent announcement to the park rangers
saying that Environment Canada had changed an earlier severe thunderstorm warning to a tornado watch. Twisters had been spotted
in Windsor, and the front was moving toward Point Peelee. We were glad to be on our way out, and we just hoped we could beat the
storm.
It started raining as we got back
to Leamington, and the intensity
increased as we drove up highway 77 to
Blythesville and Staples. At Comber we
got on “the 401”, which many
guidebooks describe as “Canada’s main
street”. Route 401 is officially known as
the MacDonald/Cartier Expressway, but
no one ever calls it that. It connects six
of the country’s ten largest cities:
Quebec
City,
Montreal,
Toronto,
Hamilton,
London,
and
Windsor.
Through most of Ontario it’s six lanes
wide, and it moves a ton of traffic.
The 401 is a very strange
highway. It looks as it used to be a
tollroad,
with
long,
complicated
interchanges even in rural areas. What’s
more, even though the road passes
nearly every city in the province, there is
almost none of the exit strips we see in
the States. Instead, you have to go well
off the road and into the downtown areas
to find gas stations and restaurants.
Route 401 signs
(from Wikipedia)
They also have service areas along the road, much like those you find on tollroads in the U.S. Here there’s easy off/easy on gas, food,
and toilets. [Apparently the 401 never was toll (though Quebec did once charge to use Autoroute 20, which is essentially the
same highway). The awkward exits were designed to be scenic, rather than to move traffic efficiently. It appears to be
differences in zoning that caused the different development patterns. The highway was designed to bypass cities, and it
continues to bypass most of them even today. The 401, which would be “Interstate 100” if the American numbering system
continued further north, is by far Canada’s busiest traffic artery. In fact, sections near Toronto vie for the title of busiest
highway on earth.]
We cruised up the 401 for about two hours, past Chatham, St. Thomas, and London. The rain let up as we drove, but the sun
never did come out. Eventually we made it to Exit 216 and our destination for the night, Ingersoll.
Ingersoll is a small industrial city in the heart of densely populated farm country. In addition to being a convenient distance
away from Toronto (about two hours west of the city), I chose to stay here because my car (a Chevy Metro, the car that used to be
called “Geo”) was made here. Chevy and Suzuki have a joint venture factory in Ingersoll where they make Metros, Trackers, and
Suzuki Swifts and Samurais. The enormous CAMI factory was located just across the street from our hotel, the Ingersoll Travelodge.
[The CAMI factory still exists, even as car plants are being closed left and right. In 2008 it was supposedly one of the three
most efficient auto factories in North America. They make larger cars there today, but still “twins” that are sold under
different names by both GM and Suzuki.]
We settled in to the Travelodge (which also happened to be a lovely hotel) and then went out for dinner. We had planned to
eat at Pizza Delight, a chain we had become familiar with out in the Maritimes years ago. We found the place easily enough, but they
appeared to be out of business, so we wandered around a bit to see what else there was.

CAMI Factory – Ingersoll, Ontario
I had printed out a map of Ingersoll that appeared on the website of the Canadian Auto Workers’ union. While I had no
particular reason to print that map, I’m glad I did. Ingersoll is not an easy place to get around. It’s an old town, with one-way streets
that intersect at odd angles. There is no map in the local phone book, so the map to the union hall was all I had to navigate by. We
managed to find our way around, and in the process got the grand tour of what is really quite a pleasant town [though not a place I
have any real desire to return to].
We ended up having supper at Tim Horton’s, the doughnut shoppe chain I mentioned earlier. In addition to doughnuts, they
serve soups and sandwiches. I had a ham and cheese sandwich and chili, while Margaret had a roast beef sandwich and minestrone.
These were packaged as value meals for $5-$6.50 each.
Those Canadian prices are difficult to translate to U.S. dollars. The greenback is presently worth Can$1.495, which means
that dinner special would be US$3.34 to $4.35. However, almost everything in Canada is steeply taxed. There’s a 7% national “goods
and services tax” (GST) [since lowered to 5%] and an 8% provincial sales tax (PST). When you add 15% on top of things, that soup
increases from US$3.84 to $5.00—not quite the bargain it seems at first.
Tim Horton’s advertised one item that really was a bargain, though. For just $1.99 (Canadian) you could get a box of
“Timbits”. Timbits are doughnut holes, in a wide assortment of flavors. The box contains 20 Timbits, and since for some strange
reason take-out foods are not subject to tax, the $1.99 is what you actually pay. Canada now uses dollar and two-dollar coins, and
the clever Timbits ads featured a mathematical equation showing a two-dollar coin, a penny, and a big yellow box of Timbits. The
equation implied that 2 minus 1 equals Timbits. We didn’t buy any Timbits, but we were amused by the ads. [The place Canadians
appear to call “Timmie’s” still has Timbits for $1.99. These days, though, that box has just ten doughnut holes, not twenty.]
I had brought along a coffee pot, but we had neglected to bring any coffee. I wanted to find a supermarket where I could get
some. We drove all over Ingersoll, but we never did find a supermarket. (We later checked the phone book and found out there isn’t a
real supermarket in Ingersoll; I suppose they’re too close to big cities like London and Woodstock to support one.) [It is strange,
though, given that Ingersoll has about 10,000 people.] Eventually we pulled into a Shell convenience store, and while Margaret
bought gas, I picked up a tiny bag of coffee (that size that used to be a pound, which cost Can$4.99, or US$3.34—plus tax, of course).
Gas prices in Ingersoll were typical of what we found elsewhere in Ontario. They ranged between 58 and 63 Canadian cents
a liter, which works out to between US$1.47 and $1.60 a gallon [and there was that much range, even in one small city]. It doesn’t
seem to make any difference whether you buy self-serve or full-serve, and if you choose any grade besides “regular”, the price could be
as high as $2.00 a gallon. Interestingly, gas prices can end in any tenth (like .613), not just the “9” prices always end in here.
We watched the evening news back at the motel. The lead story was a big crash along the 401 near the town of Chatham.
We had driven past there just a couple hours after the crash. Apparently that stretch of the 401 has seen a host of crashes this year.
(In fact, there was another deadly crash later this week, and the newspapers call it the “Bermuda Triangle” of the 401.) There appear to
be two problems that cause the wrecks. First for a short stretch near Chatham there are just four lanes, instead of the usual six.
What’s more, the shoulder is gravel rather than asphalt. The combination causes a lot of cars to go off the road and lose control. We
were just thankful we made it through there safely, and we hoped our luck would continue through the rest of the trip.
[Just a couple weeks later, on a foggy day in August 1999, that same stretch of the 401 would be the site of the worst
accident in Canadian history. Sixty-three people died, and more than a hundred vehicles were damaged in the massive chain

reaction. Apparently the entire length of the 401 now has at least six lanes (around Toronto there can be as many as twenty),
but the western stretch is still considered unusually dangerous.]
In bed I thought again of the Garrigan baseball team. Assuming they won Friday (which they did) they would have played for
the state championship this afternoon. I certainly hope they did well. (As it turned out, they played well, but ended up losing 2-0 to
Council Bluffs St. Albert in the championship game—the only game of the season where the Bears failed to score a run. That’s still
pretty good for their first-ever trip to State. What’s more, their 39 wins places them at the top of the list in state history, and they rank
third all-time among U.S. high schools in home runs. I, of course, had nothing to do with any of that, but it’s nice to know the guys who
did.)
[To date 1999 is still the only time Garrigan has been to the state baseball tournament. The ’99 Golden Bear team
remains the winningest team in Iowa history, and with most teams shortening their season for budgetary reasons, it’s unlikely
any team will surpass them in the foreseeable future. Brad Nelson was a fourth-round selection in the 2001 MLB draft, and
he’s spent the past eight years in the Milwaukee Brewers system. A lot of my travelogues from 2002 – 2008 revolved around
seeing Brad work his way up through the minors. He finally was called up to the big leagues in September, 2008, and he
stayed on the Brewers’ roster through playoffs. He recently signed a one-year contract for 2009, and he’s at spring training in
Arizona as I write this. Hopefully he’ll spend a good part of this season in Milwaukee.
I saw a lot of the other 1999 baseball players last fall when I attended Brad’s wedding. Pretty much all his high
school friends were back, as were a number of his post-high school teammates (most notably Brewers’ all-star shortstop J.J.
Hardy). While the rest of the Golden Bears haven’t gone on to sports careers, they are a pretty successful bunch—with
careers ranging from law and medicine to engineering and education. I had a good visit with many of them at the wedding
and reception.]

SUNDAY, August 1

Ingersoll, Ontario to North York, Ontario (130 miles)

☺

I didn’t sleep at all well last night. The bed and the room were comfortable, but for some reason I just tossed and turned all
night. I was tired and didn’t feel all that well as we set out this morning. On the positive side, the front had passed and it was clear and
cool out today—much nicer weather than we’d had the past couple of days.
We again followed the 401 northeastward today. It’s six lanes all the way from Ingersoll to the outskirts of Toronto. There it
rapidly widens to eight, ten, twelve, and even sixteen lanes across—an enormous gash across the northern end of the city [and it’s
apparently gotten even wider since]. All through the city of Toronto, the 401 uses an express/local lane system. They call the local
lanes “the collector”, and they have cross-overs to switch between express and collector every three exits. We had intentionally
planned to arrive in Toronto on Sunday morning. Traffic was fairly light, and we moved quickly (well above the 100km/h or 62mph
speed limit) across the city.
We drove clear across the city, into the eastern borough of Scarborough, which used to be an independent city but is now part
of Toronto (much like Queens and Staten Island are part of New York). We exited at Meadowvale Road and drove north about a mile
to our first destination of the day, the Metro Zoo. We first paid for parking, then for admission, and then for tickets on the “zoomobile”
that runs around the park. All those charges quickly emptied our cash, and the first thing Margaret did was get her hand stamped so
she could exit the zoo, use the ATM outside the entrance, and then come back in.
The Toronto Zoo is nice, but in my opinion it’s just too big. The zoomobile takes over half an hour to make its loop, and it
stops only two places en route. That means that you’re it’s a long walk from the stops to any of the exhibits. While part of my complaint
goes back to the fact that I was tired (and my legs were stiff), I think they could have designed things better to make it easier on visitors.
In addition to all the animals that are visible from the zoomobile, we got out and walked at the Canadian and African exhibits.
At Canada, there’s a long walk first down and then back up a big hill with the ultimate destination being a grizzly bear. We saw a
couple of other northern species en route. The African exhibit is half outside and half inside. The outside part is quite nice, but neither
Margaret nor I cared at all for the inside. We saw a few other things, most notably pandas—a species we had missed at the National
Zoo in Washington last summer.
McDonalds is the sole concessionaire at the zoo. They have several restaurants all over the grounds, serving both the
traditional hamburger fare and ethnic cuisine appropriate to the regions where the animals come from. We stopped by the African
McDonalds, where Margaret enjoyed some traditional native dishes (that seemed to take forever to prepare). My stomach was not up
to that, so I just had some pop in a souvenir cup. Interestingly, they ban straws at the zoo. They serve ice shakes with wooden
spoons, and you just have to use your mouth to drink the pop.
The zoo filled up rapidly while we were there. It seemed as if every young couple in the city was pushing a stroller around the
grounds. It was really quite crowded by the time we left around 1:00.

From the crowd at the zoo, we figured the 401 was likely to be much busier this afternoon. We opted to avoid it and instead
followed streets across the city to our hotel. From Meadowvale we turned west onto Sheppard Avenue, which gave us a taste of just
how different Toronto was from most American cities. Sheppard Avenue runs along the north end of the city, about five miles north of
Lake Ontario. Locals consider this a suburban area, and it does have typical strip business (Wal-Mart, Taco Bell, A&P, 7-Eleven,
etc.)—although many of the stores have ramps instead of parking lots. Instead of winding side streets lined with single homes or
condos, though, most of the housing here is in high-rise It reminded me a lot of Madrid, where even the distant corners of the city
feature ten- or fifteen-floor apartment buildings. There are detached houses in Toronto, but the number is definitely less than you’d find
in suburban Chicago. It’s really kind of strange to see such dense settlement so far from downtown.
You can tell just how populated the area around Sheppard is by the fact that they’re building a new subway underneath the
street here. I had read that they just finished digging the tunnels, but they obviously have a lot of work left to do before it opens. For
much of the trip, Sheppard Avenue was covered over with boards, and we just drove on top of them as if it were an old-fashioned
wooden bridge. Whenever we got to a major intersection (where they were building a subway station), the street detoured around the
construction. It brought back memories of when Paul and I were in Minsk (in what is now Belarus) back in the mid ‘80s. They were
building a subway there, and they had the same planks across the streets to cover the tunnels. It was fascinating to see the work here.
[Dense suburban areas like this lend themselves well to rail transit; I’ve taken trains to similar areas in New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Chicago, Washington, St. Louis, Boston, Portland, Dallas, Miami, London, Vancouver, and Montreal.
The Sheppard subway was opened in 2002, much shortened from its original proposal and severely over budget. Most people
now agree that a light rail approach would probably have been better than building a full-fledged underground subway. It is
apparently quite heavily used, though, and many are arguing to extend it to its original proposed endpoints.]
Eventually we reached Yonge Street (a.k.a. highway 11), Toronto’s main north/south thoroughfare. There is already a subway
under Yonge Street, and the construction at the intersection forced them to entirely close Sheppard Avenue. We had to turn on Yonge
and head south to York Mills Road, another main street that eventually becomes Wilson Avenue. We followed Wilson west under the
401 and on to Dufferin Street.
As we drove we got an introduction into Toronto’s multi-cultural make-up. Toronto is a city of immigrants, much like New York
must have been a century ago. According to the United Nations, Toronto is the most multi-ethnic city on earth. There are people here
from every continent and almost every nation on earth. Almost three-fourths of Torontonians have lived here for less than twenty years,
and more than half do not speak English natively. As recently as 1975, the majority of Torontonians were of British descent. Today
there is no majority. According to the 1996 census, Brits make up about one-fifth of the overall population. The single largest group is
south Asian (India, Pakistan, etc.), with Caribbean people (Jamaica, Trinidad, etc.) close behind. There are also large numbers of
people from east Asia (China, Korea, Vietnam, Laos, etc.), the south Europe and the Mediterranean (especially Greece, Portugal, and
Lebanon), eastern Europe (Hungary, Rumania, the former Yugoslavia, etc.), and South America (mostly Brazil). Roughly half the city is
non-Christian, and there are mosques, synagogues, and Asian temples scattered all over town. There are also stores that cater to the
tastebuds and interests of all the new Torontonians.
It’s fascinating that while in American cities, different ethnic groups tend to concentrate in different neighborhoods, with just a
few exceptions Toronto is very integrated. There was almost nowhere we went that we didn’t see people of many different ethnic
groups. The most recent immigrants tend to live fairly close to downtown, while those who have been here a while live further out (in
places like Sheppard Avenue). Everywhere, though, you see every shade of skin and hear the babble of many languages.
Several writers have proclaimed that Toronto [and more broadly Canada] is the future of the world. If that’s so, we could
have far worse fates. That same British orderliness on which the city was founded remains even in what the government calls “the
cultural mosaic”. Toronto has a long reputation for reserved, law-abiding people, and its new residents are maintaining that as well as
the long-time Torontonians. I’d a lot rather have people of different cultures happily living and working together than all the warfare and
ethnic cleansing that we see in so much of the world today.
In addition to being so multi-ethnic, Toronto is a young city. By my observation the typical Toronto adult is married and in his
mid twenties. He has two children—one of whom can walk and one of whom gets pushed around in a stroller. Strollers are
everywhere in Toronto. If I had the local concession on them, I’d be a rich man. You see lots of babies, but you don’t see a lot of old
people. There are a few senior citizens, but their numbers are noticeably less than down here. I have a feeling Torontonians would
laugh at the idea of an organization like the AARP having the kind of power it does; compared to all the young adults, there just aren’t
enough seniors in Toronto to make them a viable lobbying force.
One last general observation: Toronto is overwhelmingly middle class. It is definitely not a rich city; as in America, the top
business executives commute from exclusive homes in the distant suburbs. What’s different from U.S. cities, though, is the absence of
any real poverty. There is a handful of homeless people, but generally fewer than you’d see in Chicago or New York. Moreover, there
are no real slums. We saw none of the run-down rowhouses and public housing blocks that plague the inner cities here. Things aren’t
squeaky clean, but there is definite pride in the homes, and you can tell hard-working people live here. [I gather from doing further
reading that Toronto does have at least one enormous expanse of run-down public housing, which is located just east of the
downtown area, slightly south of the area we were driving through. There are also plenty of urban problems in Toronto; this
was, after all, where the DeGrassi series was able to write seven years of TV drama. For a place its size, though, Toronto is a
remarkably calm and well-organized place—a pretty good model for other cities to follow.]

We re-crossed the 401 and easily found our hotel (the tallest
building in the neighborhood). What we couldn’t tell so easily was
how to get there from the street. The Holiday Inn—Yorkdale is
essentially located on an exit ramp of the 401; its address is on
Dufferin Street, but it has no direct access to that street. I scoped out
the area and suggested to Margaret that we might be able to get to
the hotel via a car dealer next door. After we had accomplished that,
I looked back and saw that there actually was a series of small signs
directing traffic to do precisely that. They were slanted toward the
traffic coming off the 401, though, so we missed them.
I went to the desk and was greeted sternly and suspiciously
by the woman there. [It seems obligatory that the receptionists at
“better” hotels treat those who approach them as riff-raff on
initial contact.] I told her I had a reservation, and she punched
some keys on her computer to confirm this fact. Instantly she pasted
a false smile on her face and cheerily said, “Welcome to Holiday Inn.
How may I serve you?”—as if she were reading from a script. She
confirmed the type of room I had reserved [double queen, nonsmoking] but then said the room would not be available for at least
another hour. So, Margaret parked the car, we used the lobby
restrooms, and then we set out into the city.

Holiday Inn—Yorkdale
North York, Toronto, Ontario
The Holiday Inn—Yorkdale is directly across Dufferin Street from Yorkdale Mall, the city’s oldest and largest shopping centre.
The mall was originally built in 1964, and it has been added onto countless times since. Today it stretches along the 401 for a full
kilometer (over half a mile) from Exit 364 to Exit 365, and it covers the equivalent of four blocks north to south. The place is absolutely
enormous. There are five major department stores (Hudson’s Bay Company, Eaton’s, Marks & Spencer, Holt Renfrew, and Sears), with
almost 200 other shops, restaurants, and services scattered throughout the halls. Yorkdale is elegant and upscale, but not pushy or
pretentious—a tough combination to carry off. It’s really a delightful mall. If I lived here, I’m sure I’d spend far too much money in the
place.
[Eaton’s and Marks & Spencer have since gone out of business all over Canada. The Marks & Spencer space is
apparently now a cineplex, while Eaton’s has been subdivided into a variety of stores, notably Home Outfitters and Old Navy.
Supposedly they added a whole new wing onto the mall in 2004, making it even more unbelievably large.]
We stopped briefly at Shopper’s Drug Mart, which I found out later is Canada’s largest retail chain. It’s very similar to
Walgreen’s or Osco, but without the liquor and tobacco. Margaret bought some expensive film, while I picked up a pair of scissors.
Then we made our way to the other end of the mall.
Our destination today (as it
would be each time we came to the mall)
was the Yorkdale subway station. Our
hotel was near the extreme northwest
corner of the mall, while the subway
station was in the middle of a freeway
southeast of the mall. There was no way
to walk “as the crow flies”, so we just
followed the hallways of the mall,
gradually making our way east and south
past the stores.
I was wearing a
pedometer for a summer fitness program
that’s part of our school’s wellness plan,
and I found out that the total walk was
almost exactly one mile each way [about
half of that in the mall itself].

“Mind the Gap” sign – Yorkdale subway station

Yorkdale is a major commuter
interchange. In addition to the subway
station and its huge park-and-ride ramp,
there’s a big bus station (that serves both
city and Greyhound buses) and a terminal
for GO Transit, the commuter trains and
buses that run as far as a hundred miles
out to the most distant suburbs. The mall
definitely caters to all the commuters, with

a host of doughnut shoppes, coffee and bars, juice stands, news vendors, and banks down by the station. For now we ignored these
and walked on to the subway.
The “subway” station at Yorkdale is actually elevated on an embankment in the median of the Allen Expressway (a.k.a. the
Spadina Expressway), a freeway to nowhere that runs for just over a mile from the 401 south to Eglington Avenue. [Unlike Chicago,
the trains aren’t level with the freeway in the median, but rather elevated above it using the freeway right-of-way.] In the ‘60s
urban planners proposed to extend the freeway downtown, but they were fiercely opposed by the residents whose neighborhoods it
would go through. Today it connects three malls and a couple of residential developments, as well as providing a home for the rapid
transit line.
Yorkdale is a simple, utilitarian station. It is mostly built of pre-formed concrete, with steel and plastic skylights overhead. A
long overpass connects the mall and the parking ramp with a large lobby area at the bottom of the station. There are token vending
machines, a newsstand, and manned farebooths in the lobby, and an escalator leads up from the turnstiles to the island platform
above.
As we walked through the overpass today, a young black man was sitting at the side playing gospel hymns on a synthesizer.
The music was so loud, it was deafening, and it was hard to make out the strains of “Amazing Grace” amid all the distortion and
reverberation. He had a hat set out in front of him, but neither Margaret nor I felt compelled to pay for this unwanted concert.
The Toronto subway is one of the best transit deals anywhere. The standard fare is Can$2.00 (US$1.34), with a slight
discount for buying tokens in quantity. For visitors, though, there are day passes that are an outstanding bargain. On business days,
the Can$7.00 (US$4.68) day pass allows one person unlimited travel any time after 9:30am. On weekends and holidays, not just one
person but as many as six (including two adults and four children) can share the same pass all day long. [Chicago’s Metra commuter
trains have a very similar weekend deal.] That meant that for less than five U.S. dollars, both Margaret and I could travel wherever
we wanted all over the city. Today was a weekend and tomorrow was a holiday, so we definitely got our money’s worth from the
Toronto Transit Commission.
The passes themselves are pieces of tagboard just slightly smaller than a dollar bill. They have a hologram at the bottom to
prevent counterfeiting, and the face is covered with all the possible months and dates of the year. In our case the attendant at the
farebooth punched out the date, as well as some code at the bottom of the pass. It is also possible to buy the passes ahead of time, in
which case you scratch off the date on which you use it, like a lottery ticket. [A LOT of cities use this method for their tourist
passes.] To use the pass, you show it to the farebooth attendant in a subway station or to the driver on a streetcar. Sometimes they
check it closely, while other times they just wave you on through. Either way, it’s a big savings over the regular fare.
As you’ve probably found from reading these letters before, I’m a fan of public transportation. I like the transit systems
elsewhere, but I must say I was in awe of the TTC in Toronto. Nowhere have I seen better maintained vehicles or more efficient
service. The trains on the line that served Yorkdale were almost all brand new, but even he older cars we saw were immaculately
maintained. There wasn’t so much as a scratch on the plastic windows. The service was simply outstanding. Most of the day trains
come every 3 to 4 minutes, and the least frequent service is every 6 minutes. Compare that with Chicago, where rush hour trains on
some lines run 15 minutes apart. In Chicago we always had to factor in a waiting time in how long it took to get somewhere; here the
wait was negligible.
There are two lines in the Toronto subway. We were on the Spadina [which I heard pronounced both spu-DINE-uh and
SPAD-uh-nuh] line (officially the Yonge/ University/Spadina), which is shown in yellow on maps. This line makes a big “U” around the
city, starting in the northwest corner, heading through downtown, and ending up in the north central area (from which they’ll be
extending that new subway along Sheppard Avenue). Yorkdale is the third station in from the northwest end of the line. Our
destination when we were inbound was always “Finch”, a street at the far north end of the city that serves as the opposite terminal.
Outbound the destination was “Downsview”, the old city airport that now serves as a Canadian Forces military base.
I was impressed at how quick the trip downtown was. It took us at least half an hour to get downtown in Chicago, Washington,
and New York, and I was expecting a similar trip here. Toronto is more compact, though. Pleasantly, it’s only 11 minutes from
Yorkdale to the edge of downtown (Spadina & Bloor), and another 11 minutes to Union Station, which is on Lake Ontario in the heart of
the city. Another 20 minutes would take us to the opposite end of the line. [That it is so compact, of course, is one of the reasons
they can offer such frequent service.]
Let me briefly describe the stations we passed as we went into the city:
•
•
•
•

Lawrence West (an underground station with a skylit roof, the station is adjacent to the Lawrence Square
shopping mall)
Glencairn (a street-level station in the middle of the expressway that serves a neighborhood of single-family
houses, the station always stood out because its walls were decorated in orange, brown, and yellow horizontal
stripes)
Eglington West (the place where the subway left the middle of the freeway and tunneled underground, this stop
meant we were “almost there” coming back at night)
St. Clair West (a long trip south of Eglington, and a very pretentious station with intricately designed tile work)

•
•
•
•

Dupont (an ugly station covered with tiny hexagonal tiles in a garish yellow color; the conductors always stressed
the first syllable in its name: DU-pont)
Spadina (the biggest station in the system, it’s really two separate stations connected by moving sidewalks; the
walls are decorated with huge hexagonal tiles in a burnt orange color)
St. George (the place we most often changed lines and noteworthy because it was the only station whose name
was always intelligible on the conductors’ announcements)
Museum (the least used station in the system, according to one source I read, it serves the Royal Ontario
Museum and the University of Toronto)

Past Museum the stations are spaced about two blocks apart all through the downtown area: Queen’s Park, St. Patrick, Osgoode,
Union, King, Queen, Dundas, College, Wellesley, and Bloor/Yonge. The train barely pulls out of one station before stopping in the next.
[The close-packed stations connect directly to all the downtown buildings in a set-up almost identical to the underground city
in Montreal that we saw in 2008.] All the downtown stations are made of simple utilitarian tile in various pastels. Many have small
murals painted on their walls: notably the Toronto skyline at Queen, famous people in city history at Dundas, and a group of hockey
players at College.
The trains stop for almost no time at all in the stations—15 seconds tops. When they stop, an electronic chime sounds once,
and the doors open briefly. Then three tones sound on the chime (a tune that always reminded me of the old NBC network
identification back in the ‘60s), and the doors shut. Once they are shut, the doors never re-open. If you miss the train, you must wait
for the next one. (Of course, with trains every five minutes or better, that’s not much of a wait.)
Today we took the subway to St.
George station. We surfaced and made
our way south half a block to Bloor Street,
the city’s main east/west thoroughfare.
Here we found our first destination of the
afternoon: the Bata Shoe Museum. This
place, which is apparently world famous,
is exactly what its name implies—a
museum dedicated entirely to footwear.
Strange as it sounds, it’s really a first-rate
attraction. The building itself is interesting
(though I think I liked it more than
Margaret); it’s oddly angled and
supposedly shaped like a shoebox. Inside
they have artifacts that go from the first
footprints in Mesopotamia to man walking
on the moon. They show how different
cultures around the world have created
shoes that are adapted to their needs,
and they trace footwear fashions (practical
and frivolous) through the years. They
trace the steps involved in shoe manufacWindow display at Bata Shoe Museum – Toronto
ture, and they describe landmark developments in the history of shoes (like discovering adhesives that could join rubber, cloth, and
leather, which gave birth to the modern athletic shoe). One fascinating section shows “shoes of the stars”, from Marilyn Monroe’s
formal pumps to Elton John’s sequin-spangled platform boots. It’s certainly offbeat, but it really was most interesting.
Bata, by the way, happens to be the world’s largest shoe company (and you thought Nike had that honor, didn’t you?). They
were originally founded over a hundred years ago in Czechoslovakia, and today they operate in virtually every country on earth. Their
world headquarters is in Toronto, but their biggest customers are in the Third World. In the U.S. they mostly sell work boots for
industries (as well as a few highly specialized athletic shoes), but in the developing world they sell cheap, sturdy shoes for the poor.
We saw a Bata store at Yorkdale Mall; very likely they were providing all those immigrants with something familiar from home.
We walked west along Bloor Street for a few blocks, past the University of Toronto. This is certainly one of the tamest
collegetown areas I’ve ever seen—none of the bars or funky stores or alternative newsstands I’m used to seeing in such places.
Instead, the most noteworthy feature of the area is the massive stonework of the Bloor Street United Church. I suppose that’s a good
thing, but it really did seem strange for the university area.
We turned south on Spadina Avenue and walked a couple of blocks south through an area that looked more like
collegetown—rowhouses that had been converted into small apartments. We made our way to the median of Spadina and waited there
to board a streetcar.
From what I’ve read, it was Toronto’s conservatism that led the city to keep its streetcars while other cities abandoned them
back in the ‘50s. They didn’t want to make the huge cash outlay it would take to convert the system to buses. In today’s environmental

age, those cheapskate city fathers seemed to have unmatched foresight. While other cities are rushing to build new “light rail” systems,
Toronto has just gradually updated the same lines that have served it for over a century.
They call the streetcars “red rockets”. They are painted a deep crimson, and they do come barreling down the street—hence
the name. The same day pass that works on the subway also works on the streetcars (and city buses), and the vast streetcar network
serves much more of the city than the subway does. Like the subway, the streetcar service is very frequent. The longest scheduled
interval is 10 minutes between cars, and today we saw cars literally every block along Spadina. Even so, the cars were packed. It was
standing room only when we got on, and before long there wasn’t room for anyone else to board.

Streetcar stop in Toronto’s Chinatown
I imagined myself in San Francisco as the car rolled down the street toward our next destination, Chinatown. Toronto actually
has four different Chinatown areas, but the oldest and largest is centered at Dundas and Spadina, at the west end of downtown. I had
mentioned before that almost no neighborhood was exclusively of one race. That is true even in Chinatown. “China” here actually
means all of east Asia—according to a book I read, the largest single ethnic group here is Vietnamese, and there are large numbers of
people from all over the Orient (as well as Jews, Italians, and Portuguese). This was clear from the signs, which were written in
numerous different unfamiliar alphabets.
One of the strangest places I’ve ever been in my
life was a place called Chinatown Centre. This is a
shopping mall right in the heart of Chinatown. Stepping
inside, we could as easily have been in another country.
(Yes, I realize Canada is another country; you know what I
mean.) The mall was mostly made up of the same types of
stores you’d find in a shopping center anywhere (drugs,
cameras, jewelry, clothing, books, toys, electronics, etc.),
but nothing was in English. Thrown in the middle of it all
were grocery stores and restaurants selling traditional Asian
foods, as well as some establishments whose purpose we
never could figure out. The only non-Asians in the place
were either walking around aimlessly (like us) or eating at
the restaurants. It was really weird that the familiar
surroundings of a mall could be so alien.
The street business in Chinatown was a bit more
what you’d expect—heavy on Asian restaurants, with
bakeries, tea shops, herbal drugstores, greengrocers, and
exotic clothing outlets. Almost every business is crowded

Spadina & Dundas in Chinatown -- Toronto

into the first floor of a tiny building, with apartments above. Except for trademarks (e.g.: McDonalds, American Express, Bank of
Montreal) the signs on the businesses are all in Asian languages.
It’s odd that Chinatown ends rather abruptly. South of there is Toronto’s so-called “Fashion District”, with furriers and woolen
dealers. Almost every store here seemed to be selling “dovets” (or “duvets”), an item I had never heard of before. The dictionary
defines “duvet” as “a soft quilt, usually filled with eider down”; now I know.
[Since our visit to Toronto, both Margaret and I have encountered duvets (which are generally given the French
pronunciation doo-VAY) far more times than we’d care to. Almost every “better” hotel has “upgraded” their bedding—trading
sheets, blankets, and bedspreads for duvets. I suppose someone must find the things more comfortable or otherwise nicer
than traditional bedding, but I certainly don’t. They amount to a comforter sandwiched between two sheets. Because the
sheets confine the comforter, you can’t wrap them around you the way you would a blanket. Also, there are no free sheets
that provide cover but not warmth; it’s pretty much all or nothing as far as temperature goes. I’ve seen duvets at K-Mart and
Target in recent years, so I suppose people must be putting them in their homes these days as well. I can’t imagine why, and
I’ll certainly not be making that switch myself.]
We had a very late lunch (more like “lupper”, a cross between lunch and supper) at a Vietnamese restaurant in Chinatown.
None of the staff spoke English. To order, they gave us a bilingual menu and a pad. All the menu items were numbered, and we were
to write the number of what we wanted on the pad. Margaret ordered beef with lemon grass on noodles and crab and asparagus soup.
Both of those items came right away. One of the two items I ordered was called “chicken with bread”. I was expecting this to be some
sort of stir fry with whatever the native bread of Vietnam might be on the side. Instead it turned out to be a chicken sandwich—tasty,
but not really what I expected. I also ordered “chicken with fried noodles”, which was a stir fry over those cellophane rice flour noodles
that are so common in Asian cuisine. I have no idea why, but this dish took forever to come. There was certainly nothing complicated
about it, but I think they could have harvested the rice and ground the flour for the noodles in the time it took to make it.
There were plastic chopsticks and Oriental soup spoons at our table when we sat down. It was fascinating that Margaret’s
food came with no additional cutlery. Mine, on the other hand, came with a knife and fork. They must have known from looking how
incompetent I would be with chopsticks.
Like many Asian restaurants, this place served tea automatically with the meal. We were given tiny china cups, and a pot was
placed on the table beside us. We got a surprise when we poured the tea, though. Instead of the steaming brew that usually
accompanies Oriental cuisine, this was a freshly brewed pot of iced tea. Unexpected, but certainly much more appropriate for a
Toronto summer.
We took another crowded streetcar back up Spadina Avenue. It’s interesting that at Bloor Street, the streetcar tracks go
underground into the Spadina subway station. This allows passengers to switch between subway and streetcar without having to get a
transfer. We exited the streetcar and rode the moving sidewalk to the north end of the station. Then we took the train back to
Yorkdale, walked back across the mall, crossed the parking lot and street, and eventually made it back to our hotel.
I again went up to the desk. This time a man greeted me sternly and suspiciously. As I had done with the woman earlier, I
told this clerk that I had a reservation. He also punched things up on the computer, and after confirming it, he pasted a fake smile on
his face and cheerily said, “Welcome to Holiday Inn. How may I serve you?”–as if he were reading from a script. I contained my
laughter and managed to check in efficiently.
The Holiday Inn—Yorkdale is not the sort of place I usually stay when I travel. This was a convention hotel, geared toward
top-end business travelers. [Actually, in the “hospitality” industry, Holiday Inn is not considered “top end”. It’s a mid-range
business hotel, but still quite a bit nicer than where I usually stay.] The rooms were arranged in two main tower areas surrounding
a central atrium that housed a restaurant, pool, and fitness center. We were on the seventh floor of the west tower. The room was
small, but well appointed. While we looked out over the roof of the atrium, beyond that we had a pleasant view of the city. We could
see the CN Tower and (if we looked hard) even Lake Ontario. It was quiet and pleasant, a nice place to stay.
It was still late afternoon when we got back to the hotel, and I was frankly rather bored. While Margaret rested, I set out on
foot to explore the neighborhood. Dufferin Street is a commercial strip surrounded by apartments and private homes. I walked south
for about a mile, past various types of businesses. Just south of the auto dealer whose lot we used to enter the hotel was a place that
can only be described as a “mall of science”. There were three separate stores that sold nothing but scientific supplies. The largest
had a big telescope on its roof. [This was unquestionably one of the strangest commercial centers I’ve ever seen.] Beyond there
were a couple of gas stations, some restaurants, and a little shopping center whose principal business was called “Bazaar Istanbul”. I
continued southward and eventually made it to the Bi-Way Centre, at the corner of Dufferin and Lawrence. This little shopping center
featured six businesses. Bi-Way (which was closed when I was there) is a discount chain much like Pamida. Next door was a budget
furniture and carpet store. There was a laundromat and a gift shop run by a south Asian woman that was literally overflowing into the
parking lot with junk no one could possibly want to buy.
It was the other two places where I actually shopped. First I went to McDonalds, where I had a wild berry crunch flurry (soft
ice cream, with jam and crunchy candy stirred in). It took forever for them to make it, but it was a tasty little treat. Next I went to
another Shopper’s Drug Mart. The one at Yorkdale closed with the rest of the mall, but this one was open twenty-four hours a day.
Shopper’s Drug Mart is more like a small department store than a pharmacy. In addition to medical supplies and toiletries, they have

lots of housewares, gift items, electronics, and groceries. The main thing I bought was juice. They sold juice in big one-liter boxes
[very common in Canada] at Can$1.29 (US$.86 each). That was far cheaper than the $1.50 cans of pop they had for sale at the
hotel, so I stocked up on five boxes of juice. It was a challenge getting them back to the hotel without breaking the flimsy plastic bag
they packed them in, but somehow I managed.
Back at the hotel we mostly read through newspapers that I had acquired while I was out walking. It’s interesting that in
Canada Sunday is not the big day for newspapers; instead the expensive weekend edition comes out on Saturday, and the Sunday
paper is if anything smaller than what you’d find on weekdays. Toronto has four main papers. The Globe and Mail is a businessman’s
paper that seems to be Canada’s answer to the Wall Street Journal. The National Post circulates throughout the country, but it is much
more in-depth than its American equivalent, USA Today. Probably the best newspaper from a journalistic standpoint is the Toronto
Star, but the most entertaining is without question the Sun. The Sun is a tabloid in the tradition of the British scandal sheets [though
oddly not owned by the king of tabloids, Rupert Murdoch] Its headlines scream at passersby from the vending machines. Toronto
is really a very safe, sedate city, but you’d hardly know that from reading the Sun. They can take the dullest story and make it seem
dramatic. For example, while we were in the city, one of the biggest stories involved reports of some prankster killing people’s pet cats
in the residential area near our hotel. The Sun blared this headline in three-inch letters: SERIAL KITTY KILLER PROWLS NORTH
YORK!
The Sun also sported another feature of the British tabloids. Each issue saluted the day’s “Sunshine Girl” and a “Sunshine
Boy”, pin-ups pictures of scantily clad bimbos, accompanied by such earth-shaking prose as:
•
•

Ivan is a Capricorn who likes to snowboard and play volleyball. In his quieter moments, this single guy likes to relax,
eat good food, and play the guitar.
Lovely Lindsey is a massage therapist who is pursuing a modeling career. This statuesque 20-year-old collects
porcelain and crystal elephants, but only with their trunks up, which is a good luck omen.

It’s fascinating that in today’s society, they still manage to get away with publishing things like that, but I suppose having both the girls
and boys provides “equal time” and calms the complaints.
[In revising this travelogue, I went to torontosun.com. They still appear to be of the same mold they were in the ‘90s.
One of the main headlines on March 9, 2009 was “RAPIST: FUND MY SEX CHANGE” and another was “BIRTHDAY PARTY
MAYHEM”. They apparently discontinued the Sunshine Boy features in 2005, but the Sunshine Girls are still going strong.
Today’s said “Manet is 19 years old and hopes to become an esthetician. Her hobbies include tanning, and her favourite
sport is cheerleading. She likes to spend her time relaxing at the beach.” There isn’t enough paper for all the comments I
could make on that horrible snippet—like who in their right mind would name their daughter Manet or what in the world is an
esthetician. I guess good old-fashioned sexism lives on, at least in the Toronto Sun.]
Besides the cat murderer, there were two main stories in the news while we were in Toronto. The first was the Pan American
Games, which were being held this week in Winnipeg. My bet is that the U.S. press barely covered the Pan Am Games, and what
coverage there was almost certainly was confined to the middle of the sports section. In Canada, though, the games were front page
news. The biggest stories involved athletes who were nabbed by drug testing. Most notably, the goalie of the Canadian roller hockey
team was given a drug test that showed he had more than 16,000 times the legal amount of steroids in his system (plus at least two
other banned substances). That led to headlines like “Doped-Up Goalie Costs Us Gold”. The goalie (who did not speak English and
was only quoted reading from a script his lawyer gave him) repeatedly said that the drugs he took were permitted in the N.H.L. and that
he didn’t know they were banned in amateur games. (Yeah, right.) Pages of editorials debated whether the goalie was stupid, a bad
role model, or a poor sportsman who let down his teammates (probably all of the above, if you ask me). The papers changed their tune
a couple of days later when Canada won gold in the high jump because a Cuban athlete tested positive for cocaine. (The U.S., by the
way, tested our athletes for drug use before the games and weeded out anyone that could cause a problem.)
The other big story was about a group of religious zealots from Kansas who burned the Canadian flag in front of the Supreme
Court building in Ottawa. They were supposedly protesting court rulings that interpreted the Canadian constitution in ways that were
favorable to gay people. Their leader was quoted as saying, “God’s hate is wonderful and perfect; he does not love everybody.” As I
read this story I was frankly ashamed to be from the same country as these odious people. The God I believe in is loving and forgiving,
and he says things like “judge not, lest ye be judged”. Even if I shared these people’s beliefs, though, I’d draw the line long before
desecrating another country’s flag. I wonder how the Kansans felt when Iranians burned our flag back in the ‘70s. Surely Canadians
must feel the same contempt toward foreigners who dare to burn their flag. [Canada today has some of the most liberal gay rights
laws on earth. Same-sex couples have been getting married in the True North for nearly a decade now, and God doesn’t seem
to have struck the country with any plagues. The Westboro Baptist Church has made headlines numerous times since this
incident by picketing funerals of people who died of AIDS and otherwise lobbying against gay rights issues in the most
insensitive ways imaginable. Whatever one’s beliefs on gay rights, these bigots come across as hateful bullies, pretty much
the antithesis of Christ’s teaching.]
There is one abbreviation that is used constantly in the Toronto newspapers. That is “T.O.”, which stands for “Toronto,
Ontario”. It is used both in headlines and in text, almost anytime a reference is made to the city (not unlike “N.Y.” or “L.A.” in other
places). It was an abbreviation I never really understood. It’s not like “Toronto” is a lengthy word; it doesn’t really seem necessary to
abbreviate it all the time.

By the way, there are two ways to pronounce the name of this place we were visiting. On most newscasts and other formal
situations, it is pronounced with a highly clipped British accent, carefully enunciating the “T” sounds in tow-RON-tow. Most people,
though, say the name much more casually. It usually comes out as about one and a half syllables with no middle “t” at all: TRAHN-uh
(which sounds to me like the capital of Albania, Tirana).
At 11:00pm we turned on the local news on television. More specifically, we turned on “City Beat”, the nightly round-up from
CITY-TV, supposedly Toronto’s leading station. “City Beat” is to TV news what the Sun is to print journalism. They take the mundane
stories and over-dramatize them. Their reporters sport tattoos, piercings, grungy clothes, and trendily colored hair; and every camera
shot seems to be a tight close-up at an odd angle in strange lighting. None of their reporters was very good, but the sportscaster was
especially annoying—screaming out the scores in a breathless pant. Frankly, “City Beat” was one of the worst newscasts I’ve ever
seen; I mostly kept watching it in amazement at how just awful it was.
After “City Beat” ended we settled into bed. I was dead tired, and fortunately tonight I got a good night’s sleep.

MONDAY, August 2

Metro Toronto, Ontario (0 miles [by car, anyhow])
Although my legs were still stiff, I was much more refreshed this morning, and both Margaret and I seemed in a good mood as
we set out this morning.
We walked across the mall to the subway station. One thing that annoyed us today (and throughout the rest of our trip) was a
series of advertisements that blared endlessly from the speakers on the platforms. They urged travelers to buy monthly passes, to
stand back from the edge of the platform and “mind the gap” between the platform and the train.
We took the subway downtown to St. George. This time we transferred to the other subway line (the Bloor/Danforth line,
which appears in green on maps) and headed west two stops to Bathurst (BAAAAAAAHTH-ist). We caught a streetcar at Bathurst
station [another place where the streetcars go right inside the station for an easy transfer] and went south along the street of that
name.
Today was a holiday in most of Canada. Its original name was “August Bank Holiday”, giving away the fact that it is nothing
more than an excuse for a long weekend for no particular reason. Recently the name was changed in most of the country to “Civic
Holiday”, a somewhat more ambiguous allusion to the same thing. In Toronto itself, the first Monday in August is called “Simcoe Day”,
in honor (or “honour”) of Colonel John Graves Simcoe, the first lieutenant governor (remember that’s “LEF-ten-ent”) of Upper Canada.
As such, he was essentially the founder of Toronto. It’s interesting that the main celebration of the holiday in honor of this British
warrior was Caribana, a Mardi Gras-like festival started by Toronto’s Jamaican immigrants.
In honor of Lord Simcoe we decided to spend the
morning at the place where he founded Toronto, Fort York, which
was in the late 1700s on the shores of Lake Ontario. In the years
since, the shoreline has been filled in, and now the fort is
sandwiched between an elevated freeway and a rail yard. I got
some striking pictures with the fort’s barracks and magazine in
the foreground and the CN Tower and Skydome in the
background. It’s a fascinating slice of history in the heart of the
modern city.
There was an entrance to the fort along Bathurst Street,
but it did not appear to be staffed, so after leaving the streetcar
we walked … and walked … and walked … and walked around a
modern arsenal and past several factories until we came to the
main entrance for the fort. (Let no one say I didn’t get my
exercise on this trip.)

Toronto skyline from Fort York

Many Americans don’t know that the U.S. invaded
Canada (then British North America) in the War of 1812. [I was
only vaguely familiar with this tidbit of history myself.] Fort
York was attacked and fell to the American forces on April 27,
1813. It is to this era that the fort is restored.

There’s not a great deal to see at Ft. York. Like so many old military bases, it’s mostly just a bunch of wood and stone
buildings. It’s interesting to contrast the spartan barracks of the enlisted men with the luxurious officers’ quarters. They also have a
fascinating museum detailing the archaeological work that went into restoring the fort.

In honor of Simcoe Day, costumed
“officers” were to be drilling on the grounds of the
fort. While most of the men were white, others
represented many of Toronto’s ethnic groups. It
was fascinating to see an Asian teenager dressed
up in the scarlet uniform of King George’s army.
The drill mostly amounted to changing gun
positions on orders from the commander, and it
was really pretty boring to watch. Much more
interesting was a woman from CITY-TV who was
covering the festivities. She was completely in
the way of any of us in the crowd who wanted to
get a picture, but it was fun to watch her as she
moved around the field, trying to get those oddangle shots I described earlier. In addition to the
drill, she taped a long interview with one of the
costumed soldiers, as well as lots of crowd
shots—mostly of the countless children in
strollers.
Costumed “officers” drilling at Ft. York
walking around the grounds. We walked into one
of the barracks buildings, to find that it had been
used as a changing room by the costumed
soldiers on the grounds. Laid out neatly on the
period beds with their Hudson Bay blankets were
modern T-shirts and jeans. Later on Margaret
and I were browsing through the gift shop. The
drill apparently ended while we were there, and a
flood of redcoats marched in and headed straight
for the cooler. Every last one of them picked out
a bottle of water, and they all queued properly at
the cash register to pay for it. Those woolen
uniforms must get hot in August.
Margaret wanted to buy a book on
Canadian history, and she searched the gift shop
for something interesting. She picked out a
history of the War of 1812. Only when she got
back to the hotel did she find that the book was
published in the United States and told entirely
from the American point of view. Ah, well!

We got a couple of other laughs while

A “soldier” buying water after Simcoe Day celebrations

We found that the entrance we had avoided on Bathurst Street was indeed open. A sign there directed visitors to the gift
shop, where they could pay their admission. We avoided repeating our long walk and exited to Bathurst. Then we walked east through
what the city officials call the “Entertainment District”. This is an area near several of the key tourist attractions that the city fathers
hope will eventually be gentrified into snooty restaurants and bars. Today it’s still somewhat seedy—warehouses, car repair shops,
locksmiths, and other fenced-in businesses that thrive on the cheap land next to the rail yards. Strangely, just off this strip of tacky
businesses are some gorgeous old homes.
Before long we came to downtown proper. We stopped briefly at a place called simply “National Bank”, where Margaret used
the ATM. Then we turned south into the main tourist center of the city. [At the time several “independent” banks were attempting
to challenge Canada’s “Big Five”. Almost all of them were quickly absorbed by the Royal Bank, the Canadian Imperial Bank
of Commerce, the Bank, of Montreal, the Bank of Nova Scotia, or the Toronto-Dominion Bank. Today, with big American
banks over-extended and under-capitalized, the well-regulated Canadian chains are among the strongest financial institutions
in the world. All of the big Canadian banks have bought up lots of U.S. assets. Most have maintained the names of the
institutions they purchased, giving little indication that the “American” banks are in fact foreign-owned. An example of that is
Chicago’s largest bank, Harris Corp, which is a full subsidiary of the Bank of Montreal.]
Our destination this time was Skydome, the first stadium in the world whose roof can be opened or closed on demand. In the
past two years, they’ve opened similar stadiums in Phoenix and Seattle, and they’re proposing one in Minneapolis. [The dome idea
got scrapped in Minneapolis, but a similar dome now exists at Miller Park in Milwaukee, and my former student Brad Nelson
played his first big league game inside it last fall.] Skydome was the first such place, though, and it still looks revolutionary.

We couldn’t have timed our arrival at Skydome better. We arrived less than ten minutes before a tour departed. We bought
tickets (for which we were charged a dollar less than the posted price, for no reason either of us can figure out) and joined the tour
(which, by the way, is sponsored by the Toronto Sun).
The Skydome tour begins with an excellent short film that tells about building the stadium, from the point of view of both the
engineers and the construction workers. It’s fascinating in this northern city that much of the construction was done in winter. They
have frightening shots of metal workers wrestling snow-covered beams into place as open flame heaters flicker in the background. One
thing that definitely comes out in the film is the pride that the workers took in the work. You can tell this is their building.
After the film we were escorted by a young man who was wearing a jacket covered with pins—almost like the old war veterans
in Russia wear. He spent most of the tour marching backwards along the concourse, keeping his eye on us while he led us through the
building. [That really was the most notable thing about the guy. He pretty much never faced forward through the entire tour.]
There was one family on the tour that spoke mostly Portuguese. All through the tour, whenever the guide would say something, the
father would translate it into Portuguese for his family. What really fascinated me, though, was that at one of the stops on our tour, the
guide started speaking to the father in fluent Portuguese. I’d never have guessed he spoke anything other than English.
The Skydome tour hit most of the same things we saw on the tour of Camden Yards in Baltimore: a luxury skybox (in this
case the one belonging to the Sun), the pressbox, and the field (complete with its Astroturf carpet sealed with Velcro). Unique to
Skydome was a thorough explanation of how they open and close the roof and how they change around the seats to accommodate
baseball, football, concerts, ice shows, and the like. [I’d seen the flexible seating before when I toured UNI’s Strayer-Wood
Theatre one year at the all-state speech festival. The mechanics of opening the dome were fascinating. I’d get a similar
explanation a few years later when I toured Miller Park, and it’s interesting to see how the two were different. The system in
Milwaukee is much simpler than in Toronto. At Miller Park they basically just slide sections of the roof back and stack them
on top of each other. That leaves a large part of the complex (about half the stands) still covered when the roof is open. In
Toronto pretty much the entire facility is exposed with the roof open (which you could argue is either good or bad). To
accomplish that, they have to rotate part of the Skydome roof in addition to sliding sections back. It takes longer and
involves much more complicated mechanics.]
One of the most interesting features was a visit to the former basketball dressing room. They no longer play basketball at
Skydome since the opening of the nearby Air Canada Centre last spring, and now the place is used by bands that perform concerts
here. You can tell the place was designed for basketball players, though. The doors are 8½ feet tall, and they have yellow paint on
beams that are any lower than that. It surprised me that the shower was communal, like you’d see at a high school gym. I figured
millionaire players would demand ore privacy than that. It was interesting, too, that the shower heads were as high as the doors. The
guide pointed out the bench where Michael Jordan changed when he played at Skydome, and of course all the kids on the tour had to
sit there. (I’d have sat there myself if I thought I could get away with it.)
The tour let out at the Skydome McDonalds. (McDonalds is everywhere in Toronto.) We passed on the burgers, but we did
take advantage of their restrooms (or should I say “washrooms”—the proper Canadian euphemism). Then we browsed through the gift
shop, where I picked up a Blue Jays cap and a toy model of Skydome, complete with movable roof. [I had the Blue Jays cap for
several years, but I left it in a hotel room in Chicago on a trip I made there once. I’ll probably never replace it, since it’s all but
impossible to find Toronto merchandise on our side of the border.]
It was lunchtime, and mostly on a whim we chose to eat at Skydome’s other main restaurant, the Hard Rock Café. The hard
rock overlooks centerfield, and reservations are essential on game days. Today, though, there was not much of a crowd, and Margaret
and I were immediately seated at a window table. I had French onion soup and a garden salad, while Margaret had the classic “pig
sandwich”. [I do find that order interesting, since Margaret had complained on this trip (as she often does) that she didn’t like
sandwiches. She went on an on about that, mostly as an excuse not to eat at fast food places, yet what did she order at a
“real” restaurant—a sandwich.] We both had drinks, and Margaret splurged and bought a lovely denim shirt. The place was quieter
than most Hard Rocks, and the music they played was from back in my era—Elton John, Fleetwood Mac, etc.
We walked out to the plaza between Skydome and the nearby CN Tower. We briefly considered going up in the tower, but
thought better of it. I’m afraid the famous “glass floor” 1,200 feet up just isn’t for me. We made our way east through the downtown
area, where we passed such notable buildings as the headquarters for the CBC—where a group of boys were rollerblading out front.
Eventually we made it to Union Station, the immense underground terminal where Amtrak, Canada’s VIA rail service, the GO trains, the
subway, and the streetcars all come together. We got on the subway and headed north to Bloor and Yonge, where we switched lines
and went westward to High Park.
High Park is Toronto’s answer to New York’s Central Park, an enormous green space close to the heart of the city. The park
is about a mile long and half a mile wide, extending from Bloor Street to the lake west of downtown. We left the subway and walked
about half a block south to the park entrance. At the entrance there was an enormous “you are here” map detailing all the features in
the park. Unfortunately, that was the only such map to be found. Inside the park, with all its twisting roads and trails, there was nothing
to sort out what was where. We got thoroughly lost, and fortunately we weren’t in any particular hurry to get anywhere. While little of
our walk was planned, we did have a pleasant time in the park. There are gorgeous garden areas and a pleasant pond (which
apparently suffers from pollution, but looks nice nonetheless). Eventually we did manage to find the place we were looking for,
Colborne Lodge, the historic home of the man who donated the land for the park—and the first place in Canada with indoor plumbing.
The place was closed for the holiday, though, so we just kept on walking past it.

[I got the idea for this hike from a book that featured
great hikes in Toronto that I had bought on Amazon.com. I must
say, though, that I remember almost nothing at all about High
Park. Even the description I give here only brings back the
vaguest of memories.]
At the south end of the park we caught the Queen streetcar
[the busiest line in the city]. This route starts in the middle of the
Queensway, a major thoroughfare that becomes Queen Elizabeth
Way (Canada’s first super-highway) and connects Toronto with
Niagara Falls. We followed it eastward, and before long it turned to
run down Queen Street, a lovely stretch of old brick buildings—both
business and residential. It’s a poor neighborhood, but still well kept
[something that’s almost universally true everywhere in
Canada], and it made for a pleasant ride.
We got off the streetcar at Queen and Yonge, in the heart of
downtown Toronto. Just south of here is what travel books call the
Colborne Lodge – High Park
flagship store of Hudson’s Bay Company. (Actually they lie. The real
flagship store is in Winnipeg, where the fur trading company was chartered [at what was then Fort Garry] 329 years ago. The Bay
bought out a bankrupt department store back in the 1970s [300 years after the Winnipeg operation started] and took over that building
for their main Toronto store.) [It really depends on what you call “flagship”. The Winnipeg store is indeed the Bay’s oldest, but
it’s nowhere near their most important. The Bay’s headquarters are now in Toronto, though the department store chain is in
turn owned by a holding company based in South Carolina. According to the Bay’s website, they have three different
flagships—in Montreal, Toronto, and Victoria.]
The most noteworthy thing at the Bay’s downtown store was its windows. These were most assuredly not the lovely works of
art that had caused us to marvel at Marshall Field’s last Christmas. The Bay seemed to take a “less is more” approach, coupled with a
bizarre sense of style. Most striking were the mannequins, all of which sported silver star-shaped objects around their midriffs. I’m sure
it was supposed to be somehow arty, but to me it looked as if they were all wearing chrome umbrellas. The clothes they were
displaying were definitely lost amid those star-spangled mid-sections.
The subject of mannequins brings up another point Margaret and I noticed as we wandered around. Almost every mannequin
in Toronto lacks a head, and they’re all painted in unusual colors (silver, navy, chartreuse, etc.) That can’t all be by accident. Our bet
is that given the ethnic variety of the city, the mannequins are consciously designed not to portray any particular race or ethnic group.
There’s no skin color or hair type to get in the way of making people think the clothes will look good on anyone.
The mannequins remind me of one other point that struck me on this trip: Torontonians are thin. This fact was driven home to
me toward the end of the trip when we stopped at a fast food place in Wisconsin and saw a crowd of portly Midwesterners. Almost
every adult here (me included) is downright fat compared to almost every adult in Toronto. It’s not that they’re anorexic or even
particularly fashionable. They don’t all look like Sunshine girls and boys, but almost everybody is thin and healthy. Margaret
commented that public transit might have a lot to do with that. Torontonians are always running to catch the bus or streetcar, and in
some of the subway stations you can walk almost forever before reaching the platforms. Even those who drive rarely are able to park
anywhere close to their final destination. There’s just more exercise in going about daily life than we get here.
We had one last destination in our today. We took the subway back to Bathurst, where we stopped at one of the city’s most
famous businesses—Honest Ed’s. Ed Mirvish is a Jewish immigrant who came to Toronto forty years ago. He opened a small store
then, and he’s been expanding it ever since. Today the main business takes up a full city block, and he has additional stores in
rowhouse locations throughout the neighborhood. Over the years he’s become one of Toronto’s richest residents. He used much of
his wealth to buy and restore old theatres, and in the process he’s pretty much cornered the market for traditional stage shows in
Toronto. Perhaps that theatre connection explains the exterior of the store, which is covered with a marquee-like façade surrounded by
chase lights.
While the name Honest Ed’s sounds like a shady car dealership, it’s not a bad description for Mirvish’s store. The place has
absolutely everything under one roof, with most of it at rock bottom prices. Much of the stock is close-outs from other stores or bulk
purchases or strange items. There’s aisle after aisle of total junk (like the plaster of Paris statues that our neighbor Lola in Mt. Pleasant
used to adore). There’s also aisle after aisle of reasonably priced practical goods (like sturdy, unfashionable clothes and enormous tin
stockpots). The store caters to newly arrived immigrants, right down to offering an in-store legal service to handle immigration
paperwork.
Most of the store’s basement combines groceries and sporting goods, and the grocery section was fascinating. With Mirvish’s
background, it’s no surprise that there’s an enormous section of kosher items. There’s also groceries to make every immigrant feel
right at home. In addition to the makings for every kind of ethnic food, they have a huge selection of candy from all over the world, as
well as coffee, tea, and soft drinks from a wide variety of countries.

It seemed as if
both Margaret and I bought
out the store.
I, for
instance, bought a shirt, a
belt, two pairs of socks, a
measuring cup, a souvenir
mug, two packages of
chocolates,
and
five
packages
of
gourmet
coffee. Margaret did most
of her shopping in the
grocery section, picking up
lots of cookies and candy.
I
was
imagining
an
enormous bill, but our
combined tally (including
tax) was less than $60
(US$40). I spent nearly as
much at the Skydome gift
shop, and I didn’t have
nearly as much to show for
my money.
[I normally remember the purchases I
make on vacation very
specifically, but I really
don’t recall most of the
Honest Ed’s at Bloor and Bathurst
stuff I got at Honest Ed’s.
A lot of it was consumable, and I suppose the shirt, belt, and socks probably fell apart quickly; they were discount goods,
after all. The one thing I still have that I do distinctly remember came from Honest Ed’s is a Jewish devotional candle—a bluepainted metal can with a picture of a menorah and a Hebrew inscription on the outside, filled with wax. I keep it with my
Christmas decorations (since it looks like a Hanukkah item) and haul it out every year.]
We went back to Yorkdale and were surprised to find that the mall was closed. This being a holiday, they used their Sunday
hours and closed at 6:00. That certainly didn’t stop people from hanging around, though. The hallways were packed with windowshoppers. I’ve never seen so many people in a mall when the stores weren’t open.
We decided to have dinner tonight at the hotel restaurant, the Café Monterrey. The restaurant is nice, if a bit over-priced (they
were charging $9.95 for continental breakfast [coffee, juice, and a roll]). Fortunately the dinner prices weren’t quite so outrageous as
breakfast, and we had a pleasant meal. The restaurant’s cuisine can only be described as “eclectic”. For example, they had an entire
separate menu featuring items made of asparagus. We passed on the special menu and ordered their usual specialties. For the
second time today I had French onion soup (this time supposedly featuring three types of onion), as well as vegetarian fajitas [sautéed
squash, peppers, and onions in tortillas]. The soup was passable, but not as good as that at the Hard Rock (and a dollar more
expensive). The fajitas were really quite good, and I was impressed that they gave me more than enough tortillas for the available
fillings. Margaret had prime rib, which I gather she liked a lot, and Yorkshire pudding, which she dubbed inedible. It certainly wasn’t
soft and flaky; indeed, it was almost impossible for her to cut into the thing. The meal was accompanied by an interesting selection of
breads, and I thoroughly stuffed myself. It was the most expensive meal we ate on the trip (about the same amount we spent at Honest
Ed’s), and while it was probably not worth the money, it was satisfying.
Margaret had developed a blister from all the walking we’d been doing, and we had neglected to bring along any band-aids
[odd, since that’s something I always pack even for short trips]. So I walked back down to the Shopper’s Drug Mart at Dufferin
and Lawrence. After getting some band-aids, I stopped into the McDonalds next door in hopes of getting another berry crunch flurry. I
ended up waiting endlessly in line behind a woman who had great difficulty communicating with the counter clerk. The boy at the
counter was black, and this woman appeared to be from east Asia. She was ordering for her child (who was, of course, in a stroller),
and what she wanted was a cheeseburger happy meal. Instead she just ordered a cheeseburger. She complained when it came,
explaining that she didn’t have her fries or drink. When the counter boy realized what was up, he offered to just give the woman the
extra stuff without charge (probably because they had really complicated cash registers, and it was more trouble than it was worth for
him to correct the error). The woman insisted on being charged for the happy meal, though. They went back and forth for quite a while,
and eventually I decided I didn’t need to wait around that long for ice cream. I used the restroom and went on my way.
We made a point of again watching “City Beat” tonight, and sure enough there was a lengthy feature from the woman we had
seen at Ft. York this morning. We weren’t on there (except perhaps in a very quick overview of the crowd), but it was interesting to see
her interview and the odd close-ups of cute kids in strollers. After the news was over we turned out the lights and went to bed.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1999

Toronto, Ontario (0 miles)
We were off a bit earlier this morning, around 8:30. We paid a cash fare for the subway, since the TTC passes wouldn’t start
working until after rush hour. We rode to Queen’s Park downtown and then transferred to the College streetcar, which we followed
west to Bathurst.
At Bathurst and College is a restaurant many of the travel books rave about, a place called Mars. The name amused me, as
did their sign advertising “out of this world” food. Like so many things that the guide books go ga-ga over, Mars was pleasant—but I
wouldn’t rush back there. It’s a simple, old-fashioned diner, rather like a northern version of Waffle Houses I saw all over Dixie. The
food is good, but far from outstanding, and the service was rather indifferent. Both Margaret and I had omelettes. She ordered brown
bread toast, while I ordered rye. When our breakfast came, my plate had sourdough toast, while Margaret’s was essentially Wonder
bread. Neither of us got jelly with the toast. They had microscopic glasses of juice, and they didn’t refill the coffee.
There was no washroom in sight at Mars [nor much of any help we could ask about one], and both Margaret and I needed
one. We walked north to Bathurst and Bloor (back to Honest Ed’s) and spotted a McDonalds about a block down from there. We felt
we should order something to use the facilities, so we essentially had two breakfasts this morning. At McDonalds the coffee
automatically came with cream and sugar; in fact, they put the cups under a special machine and squirted cream in them before they
poured the coffee.
[While taking the subway to our next destination, we got off at College station. I’d seen the artwork on the platform
wall there featured on the PBS show Travels. An episode of that program was called “Subway Safari” (a title I’d borrow for
one of my later travelogues), an d it compared the transit systems in different cities around the world. In that episode they
interviewed the artist who designed the mural at college, which features hockey players wearing the uniforms of the Toronto
Maple Leafs and the Montreal Canadiens—two founding members of the NHL who remain great rivals today. The design was
chosen because College station is near the Maple Leaf Gardens, the historic former home of Toronto’s hockey team. I had
seen “Subway Safari” shortly before this trip, and it was fascinating to see up close the mural they had featured on TV.]

LEFT: Mural depicting hockey players at College station in the TTC subway
RIGHT: David Burrow in a police cruiser – Metropolitan Police Centre, Toronto
We took the subway back downtown. This time our destination was the Metropolitan Police Centre, home to Toronto’s finest
and the city’s police museum. Margaret and I had enjoyed the American Police Museum in Chicago, but we would both have to admit it
was somewhat cheesy. This place was much better done than that. It is a new, interactive museum that covers all aspects of law
enforcement. I think the part I found most interesting was going inside a police car. I could see their radar and computer equipment up
close (it’s even smaller than a standard laptop), and they had a live police radio playing in the background (with officers who had just
recovered a bunch of stolen CDs). They also have a section that traces famous cases in the history of Toronto where they display the
actual evidence that was used to solve the crimes. It’s fascinating just how much you can learn from things that seem absolutely trivial.
[One thing that made the Metropolitan Police Centre particularly interesting was that at the time I frequently would
watch a show on USA Network called Top Cops. The show was filmed almost entirely in Toronto (which stands in for many
U.S. cities in movies, too), and even though most of their features were about cases from American police files, they featured
several Toronto officers as well. It was many of these same cases that were shown in the museum’s “hall of fame”.]

Before I left I had picked up a book called Walk Ontario’s Guide to Hikes around Toronto, which detailed places where you
could get close to nature in the heart of the city. The High Park area where we went yesterday was one of those places, and today we
decided to try another of the book’s suggested hikes. We took the subway to Rosedale, which is one stop north of the downtown area
on Yonge Street. We got off, crossed the street, walked through a small park, a lovely stretch of homes, and a densely forested ravine.
While it’s not the natural beauty the book described, I especially enjoyed the residential part of this walk. Although it’s now
part of the city, Rosedale was Toronto’s first suburb, and it remains one of the wealthiest areas in town. We strolled down quiet streets
past meticulously restored rowhouses and duplexes with fabulous gardens out front. I can’t even imagine what it would cost to live
here, but the homes certainly are lovely.
The book contrasts the dense forest toward the
middle of the hike with more open woodlands farther
west. There’s a good reason for the rapid change. On
the western stretch of the hike, the Spadina subway cuts
through the ravine, and the trail runs right on top of it.
They had to reclaim the land after they built the subway
(in 1974), but from Mother Nature’s point of view, the
forest here is still very young. The change really is very
abrupt. What’s more, as we hiked along we were able to
identify an emergency exit to the subway and a big
ventilation area that keeps the tunnels filled with fresh air.
We could even hear a train rumble past as we walked
along.
While the subway reminded us that we were still
in a city of 2½ million, one of the things we liked best
about Toronto is how green of a place it is. We
commented repeatedly last year about New York’s ugly
high-rise canyons. Except for Central Park, there’s
virtually no green space in Manhattan. [There is,
TTC subway emergency exit
however, a lot of green space in the outer boroughs,
Cedardale Ravine – Toronto
which is where the bulk of New Yorkers live.] Downtown Chicago is lovely, but many of that city’s residential areas are gloomy beyond belief. [I’d find that the more I got to know
Chicago, though, the better I liked its neighborhoods and the greener the place seemed.] Toronto, in contrast, is one of the most
livable cities I’ve seen anywhere. There are parks everywhere, and there even downtown you see trees and grass all around. Highrise and low-rise developments are spread all through the city, so no area is always in the shadow of the skyscrapers. Except for the
CN Tower, there isn’t much of a skyline downtown (a few small glass towers, not unlike Minneapolis or Des Moines), but the view is
pleasant from almost everywhere. About the only thing I have to criticize in Toronto’s livability is their use of the lake. Here almost
every other city could take lessons from Chicago, where there’s mile after mile of unobstructed water. Toronto, like most Great Lakes
cities, has a mostly industrial lakefront. They also made the unfortunate mistake of building an elevated expressway along the shore,
which spoils the view from almost everywhere. Except for the glimpses we caught from our hotel room, we wouldn’t have even noticed
the lake was there.
We ended our hike at the St. Clair West subway station (even though the official hike went nearly three times that far in a loop
back to Rosedale). We took the subway back to Dundas, where we stopped at Eaton Centre, one of the world’s oldest downtown
malls. Toronto was quick to go for malls, probably because of its severe winter weather. Most of downtown Toronto is connected by a
complex system of underground passageways called the “P.A.T.H.” (No one seems to know what “P.A.T.H.” stands for.) They’re much
like the skyway system in Minneapolis, with shops and cafes all over the place. [It’s pretty much identical to the underground city
we explored in Montreal at Christmas 2008.] In addition to all the underground business, it seems as if almost all the downtown
business is also roofed over. I’ve read that you could live in Toronto without ever having to go outdoors. That’s an exaggeration, of
course, but it’s not too far of the mark—downtown at least.
We stopped at a place called Yogen Früz, which serves yogurt and juice drinks, sort of like a luxury version of Orange Julius.
I had a raspberry drink, and Margaret had a tropical mixture. I was amazed at how labor intensive the process was [ridiculously so].
The attendant first took an ice-cream bar-like slab of yogurt from the freezer and peeled off its wrapper. She placed the slab in a
machine that somehow extruded it into what looked like soft-serve ice cream. (They’ve got machines at McDonalds that serve softserve yogurt automatically; I’m clueless as to why they can’t do that here.) Then she carefully measured spoonfuls of fresh fruit and
stirred the mixture together quickly. She poured this into one of those metal cups they use to make old-fashioned milk shakes and then
poured juice (fresh out of the juicer) on top of that. All this was swooshed together in the blender, and finally she poured it out into
serving cups. It took about five minutes just to make one drink. Needless to say, the drinks were quite expensive [close to $5 even
then—I can’t imagine what they’d cost today], but they made a nice refreshment after the hike.
We walked through the mall a bit, but there really wasn’t anything terribly impressive about it. According to the guide books,
its most notable feature is a sculpture of hundreds of metal birds that “fly” around the atrium. That’s one of hundreds of sculptures
found all over Toronto. Most are the bizarre ultra-modern stuff you’d expect on a college campus. For example in the middle of the
Yorkdale parking lot there is a hideous lump of bronze entitled “Universal Man”. It does a good job of filling space in a parking lot, but

not much more than that. There are also quite a few old-fashioned busts and equestrian statues of people I’ve never heard of. There
are some interesting sculptures in Toronto, however. My favorite was a series of enormous bronze reliefs that appear on the north
facade of Skydome. It’s called “The Audience”, and it portrays caricatures of the sorts of people you might see at a sports event.
Everyone is cheering and jeering with hilarious facial expressions and body positions.
We took the P.A.T.H. back to the subway. On the way we passed a musician who was playing for money. He was really
good, singing with in a rich deep voice and accompanying himself on the guitar. I reached into my pocket, got out a dollar coin, and
threw it in his pocket. Apparently in doing so I dropped a five-dollar bill. A passerby picked it up and gave it to Margaret, saying “your
husband must have dropped this”. What’s weird is that while I knew I had change in my pocket, I still can’t think of any reason why I
should have had a bill out. I suppose I must have, though. Margaret thanked the person who picked up the bill, though, and I must say
such honesty is refreshing.
We took the subway back north, this time getting off at Lawrence West. There’s a mall right next to that station called
Lawrence Square that I had seen as we passed by before. The main store there is Zeller’s, a discount chain owned by the Hudson’s
Bay Company. (Most of the Zeller’s stores used to be K-Marts before the Bay bought out that chain’s Canadian stores.) For over a
year I have been looking for iced tea spoons (those long-handled spoons you can use in tall glasses). No one seems to sell them
anymore, but I figured it was worth a shot to check at Zeller’s. They didn’t have them either, but we did have a nice look around the
mall.
Like many stores do, Zeller’s had newspaper inserts with their current specials in a rack outside the door. I was intrigued that
one of their specials was on Christmas lights—at the beginning of August. We read a newspaper article later that explained this.
Apparently last Christmas those icicle lights that hang down in groups [one of my least favorite holiday decorations] were extremely
popular in Canada. There were runs on them like you hear about with the popular toys each year, and every store in the country sold
out. Zeller’s was offering people the chance to stock up on the lights before the Christmas rush, and apparently the promotion was
extremely successful. They had stocked over a million boxes of Christmas lights for the August sale, and many stores were sold out
and issuing rain checks.
We had a bit of time to kill, so we decided to take the subway to the end of the line. It crosses the 401 just past Yorkdale.
Beyond there is the main storage yard for the line, with acres of tracks and its own little platform where the inspectors can go out to see
the trains. Next up is Downsview Airport, the military base which still seems to serve a fair number of planes, and then Downsview
station, which is underground at the end of the line.
We went back to Yorkdale and just hung around the room for a while, mostly reading newspapers. Then we changed for the
evening and went back to the mall. It was starting to rain as we crossed the Yorkdale parking lot—not heavy rain, but enough sprinkles
to be annoying. We had considered bringing umbrellas, but we were going to a play this evening, and we didn’t really want to carry
around anything more than we had to. So we dodged the drops to the mall entrance.
We had dinner tonight at the restaurant inside the Bay department store at Yorkdale. It’s called the Arcadian Court. I thought
at first that its name was the Acadian Court—as in Acadia, the French name for eastern Canada. I must confess that I had never heard
the word Arcadian before, although my dictionary tells me it comes from Greek and is the adjective referring to “a region or scene of
simple pleasure or quiet”. The name brought quite the opposite picture to my mind, as I associated it with “arcade”, as in the game
room at the mall.
Regardless of its name, the Arcadian Court was an interesting place. They obviously cater mostly to elderly women; in fact,
this was just about the only place in Toronto where I saw a large group of old people. Their entrees tend toward what the gourmet
books call “comfort food”, the sort of cooking people’s parents did because it was cheap, but that their adult children associate with
pleasant memories of home. The ultimate example of this was the macaroni and cheese they offered as an entrée. I chose not to
spend $7 for something I can make for a quarter and instead opted for lasagna. I also had yet another round of French onion soup, and
I must say the Bay’s version of it was both the cheapest and the best. Margaret joined the ladies at the next table in having quiche.
[At the time the Bay apparently operated Arcadian Court restaurants in most of its larger stores. The name is that of
a restaurant first opened in the 1920s in Simpson’s downtown Toronto store. Simpson’s was a Canadian retailer that merged
with and then separated from Sears and was eventually absorbed by Hudson’s Bay Company. The Bay’s downtown Toronto
store is the former Simpson’s flagship. HBC has since closed all the Arcadian Court restaurants except for the original
downtown location, which (from what I can gather from their website) is an extremely elegant masterpiece of art deco
architecture, decorations, and furnishings. Had I known about the original restaurant, we might have eaten there.
Presumably their food was as good as at Yorkdale, and the atmosphere would have been worth the trip.]
It was absolutely pouring by the time we left the restaurant. The skylights in the subway station were leaking badly, and an
employee was trying to mop things up. What she actually did was take an oversized squeegee and push the pool of water that had
collected on the platform down onto the tracks. I can’t imagine all that water is a good thing for an electric railway, but then I suppose
they manage to operate outside in the rain, so a little more water inside the station probably doesn’t hurt.
Both Margaret and I had enjoyed the shows we saw in Chicago at Christmas, and early on in our planning we decided to
include a play in our trip to Toronto. There were two main shows on in town: Riverdance and Phantom of the Opera. Phantom had
been playing in Toronto for ten years (it is finally closing this September), and both the show and the theatre in which it was playing

were highly recommended. So tonight’s subway ride took us downtown to the Pantages Theatre. [This is now called the Canon
Theatre (I have no clue why they changed the name), and it is one of many owned by “Honest Ed” Mirvish.]
It was still raining when we got to Dundas Street, but we were fortunate that there was a construction project with a temporary
roof over the sidewalk. We had shelter from the time we exited the subway almost all the way to the door of the theatre.
The Pantages is a truly spectacular building. It is Toronto’s oldest theatre, going back more than a century. Apparently it has
been in almost constant use all those years, but it has been beautifully maintained. The outside façade is lined with old-fashioned
gaslights, and those same lights flicker in the private boxes at the side of the main auditorium. Inside the theatre is decorated in blue
and gold, with ornate relief work all over. Every old theatre I’ve seen has been lovely, but this was certainly close to the top of the list.
Margaret and I had seats in Row BB, which was the second row of the balcony. For me the seat was perfect; I had an
outstanding view of everything on stage. Margaret, who is a bit shorter than me, was annoyed by a high school boy in front of her who
apparently kept moving around in his seat. Whenever she would adjust to see around him, he moved and blocked her view again. The
boy was part of a family of six that was seated in front of us. We knew what we paid for our seats, and we pondered just how
expensive of a family outing this would be for them. At least four of the six would require full price tickets, and with the tax, their bill
must have come to at least Can$500 (US$334)—a bit pricier than a trip to the ballpark or the zoo.
While there were things I liked about it, I can’t say Phantom is anywhere close to being my favorite show. I found it rather hard
to follow [something I’d also find in other Andrew Lloyd-Webber shows like Evita and Miss Saigon]. It doesn’t help that many of
the descriptive parts that are supposed to be telling the story are sung operatically. While my parents’ generation always complained
that they couldn’t understand the words in rock music, I find that far easier to make out than opera. There was also one central
character (Mme. Giry) who was supposed to be telling us a lot of the plot. Neither Margaret nor I could understand a word this blackdraped character said even when she was speaking, let alone when she sang. She had a mush-mouthed British accent that was
absolutely unintelligible.
I personally didn’t care for the actor who was playing the phantom. There is a lot of beautiful music in Phantom of the Opera,
including the title song and the signature piece “Music of the Night”. To my ear, the actor (Jeff Hyslop, who apparently originated the
role when Phantom first premiered [in Canada, not when it premiered in London’s West End or on Broadway]) over-enunciated
and absolutely attacked these songs. He was certainly understandable, but for me he really detracted from the show, rather than
helping it. I found out in the program that through July the man playing the phantom was the lead singer from the rock group Kiss. I
have no clue what he’d have been like as an actor, but it certainly would have been interesting to see.
Aside from the famous songs, it amazed me how much of the show’s music was nearly identical to other Andrew LloydWebber song. Several songs were quite similar to pieces in Jesus Christ, Superstar, and I also recognized a bar or two from Cats. I’m
sure that every composer re-uses successful material, but I didn’t really expect that with someone as famous as Lloyd-Webber. [This
is also something I’ve noticed in other Lloyd-Webber musicals. People joke about how every Neil Diamond song sounds
alike; I think the same could be said of the famous composer. Of his shows, the only one that sounds truly different from the
others is Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, the very first one he wrote.]
In many ways Phantom is more a show than a play. It’s one special effect after another, and the special effects were definitely
outstanding. The show’s most famous effect involves a chandelier dropping from the ceiling to the stage. There are also countless
tricks with fire and all kinds of moving props. The sets are also spectacular. Margaret commented that it was the first modern show
she had seen that used realistic sets, and each scene outdoes the one before in Phantom. Within the show are several clips from
classical operas, each done with a grand old-fashioned set. Besides the backdrops, I noticed elaborate costumes and the beautiful
stage curtains that they used to section off small areas. They obviously put tons of money into this show, but after ten years I’m sure
they recovered the investment. All in all, I enjoyed Phantom; it’s just not my favorite show (which would still be either Chicago or Rent).
[Hairspray has definitely passed Rent on that list, and I might even add a Lloyd-Webber show—JC, Superstar.]
We walked back to the subway station and caught a train back to Yorkdale. It was fascinating that while during the day the
subway had roughly the same mix of people as the city, the late night subway riders were almost all white. I really have no idea why
that was [and it’s honestly kind of strange, given that in the States nighttime riders tend to be heavier on minorities than those
you see by day].
It was around 11:30 when we got back to Yorkdale. This time the mall was really closed; the doors were locked, and not even
window-shoppers were allowed in. It was pouring out, but somehow Margaret and I had to make it back to the Holiday Inn. We first
joined several other people in making our way across the bottom level of the TTC/GO parking ramp. When it ended, we followed the
north perimeter of the mall, rushing from one awning or overhang to the next. Most often our shelter was just a big lighted sign that
stood out from the front of a store. Finally we got to some real shelter—the Hudson’s Bay Company store, whose second story extends
out over the first on pillars, creating a covered sidewalk all the way around. We paused for a while under the shelter at the Bay, and
eventually the rain let up a bit. We dashed through the parking lot, across the street, and past the car dealer to the hotel. We were
absolutely soaked by the time we got back. We dried off, and before long we were off to sleep.

WEDNESDAY, August 4

North York, Ontario to Brantford, Ontario (appx. 70
miles)
We were up fairly early this morning and spent a bit of time watching “CBC Morning” on TV. Many of their reports were from
the Pan Am games, and they tempered all the drug news with a fluffy interview with the man who designed the costumes for the closing
ceremonies. It’s fascinating that all those flowing gowns they dance around in are made of paper. He said that was the only way they
could make so many of them cheaply.
We packed the car and got checked out of the hotel, but just left the car in the parking lot for the morning. It looked as if it was
clearing up while we packed, but as we started walking over to the mall, he rain started coming down in buckets. Fortunately, this time
we were carrying umbrellas, so we didn’t get too drenched. Unfortunately, there were vast puddles of water all over the street and
parking lot, so our shoes and pants got soaked.
We stopped at the Tim Horton’s at Yorkdale, partly to kill a bit of time before the subway day passes became valid and partly
just to dry off a bit. It intrigued me that all of Tim Horton’s pastries are priced the same (Can$.75 per item). Most U.S. doughnut
vendors differentiate the types. Plain doughnuts cost less than “fancies”, but at Tim Horton’s it’s all the same. I had a Boston cream (a
round raised cake filled with cream and frosted with chocolate) and an apple cheese danish. Margaret also had two rolls, and we both
had coffee. It’s interesting that the doughnuts automatically came in bags. This may be so we could carry them to the subway, but it’s
also convenient for tax purposes. There’s no tax on orders “to go”, so by bagging the doughnuts and serving the coffee in styrofoam
cups, they avoided charging us an extra $.75. We took the bags and promptly sat down at tables, which seemed to be what everyone
else was doing too. [It would seem more “green” to have exactly the opposite tax—charging for the disposable goods and
making the reusable ones tax free. No one asked me for my input, though.]
Our destination this morning was Museum station, which is just down the street from the Royal Ontario Museum. The ROM
(which they pronounce just like “read only memory” on a computer) is really many museums all rolled into one. The bulk of it is devoted
to ancient civilizations, but there are also sizeable parts involving physical science, biology, recent history, and art and design. Guide
books describe the place as overwhelmingly large, but it’s smaller than any of Chicago’s major museums and really quite manageable.
One thing I really liked at the ROM is that they display artifacts in context. Instead of just gallery after gallery of Middle Eastern
pottery (which they also have), they re-create homes from ancient civilizations and show you how the pottery would have been used by
people in those home. It was fascinating to compare the lifestyles of ancient people from different parts of the world, as well as to
contrast it with the more modern re-creations they have of homes in Canadian history.
There were groups of elementary school children everywhere at the ROM, most of them from assorted summer camps.
Several of the groups were out of hand, and their leaders didn’t seem to care. (Most memorable was the group of girls that were
singing their camp song at the top of their lungs as they went down the escalator.) We kept running into one group, though, that had an
outstanding leader. She saw to it that every one of her kids was paying attention, and she told stories about the exhibits that made
them want to learn. We also heard her giving a “homework” assignment, where the kids would be practicing archaeology by going
through bits of garbage and trying to figure out what they could learn from the things people had thrown out.
In the interest of time, Margaret and I went through the museum guide and picked out those things we were most interested in
seeing. We saw the Chinese, Egyptian, and Islamic exhibits, but we skipped over most of ancient Europe. We skipped most of the
natural history floor, stopping only at a recreation of a Jamaican cave known for its bats. We saw one of their featured exhibits, which
illustrates geology in the sort of hands-on way you’d find at the Museum of Science and Industry, and we walked through the Canadian
history galleries in the basement. Also in the basement we saw a gallery that showed milestones in Canadian advertising. It was
fascinating to see ads for the same products we buy, but with different pitches than those we remember. Probably the most interesting
ad was for the Rev. Billy Graham’s crusade at Skydome (which we were told earlier in the week drew the biggest crowd in the stadium’s
short history). It looked as if they had taken a page of classifieds from the Sun. All the ads were for massage parlors, escorts, phone
sex, X-rated movies, and similar adult services. In the middle of the page they splashed the headline “Jesus loves you for free”, with
details of the crusade in fine print beneath. It’s really a very striking ad, and you can’t miss the point they’re making.
Toronto, by the way, is certainly no worse than any city when it comes to the things they used in the background of that ad.
The streetwalkers are apparently zoned into a district that we never got to (Sherbourne Avenue, for those who might care), and
elsewhere most of the city is very family-oriented. The papers are certainly full of adult ads, though, and while many of them are
phrased euphemistically, it doesn’t take a lot of imagination to figure out what they’re talking about. Toronto has a large gay population,
and according to the papers the police had recently been cracking down on unsavory activities at some of the gay nightspots. Except
for seeing an obviously gay couple in one of the private boxes at “Phantom”, though, we never experienced any of that side of the city.
After seeing the museum, we took the subway eastward, passing under Sherbourne Avenue, but not getting off there. We
took a very high bridge over the Don River and then tunneled underground again on the east side of the city. We got out at Pape
Avenue, in the heart of Toronto’s Greektown.

Greektown was one of the few areas of Toronto where everyone really did seem to be of the same ethnicity. While I don’t
know that I’d recognize a Greek person specifically, everyone here certainly looked Mediterranean. Greektown extends for about a
mile along Danforth Avenue. Its buildings look like every other Toronto neighborhood—brick rowhouses and business blocks full of
cafes and vegetable markets. Greektown is every bit as ethnic as Chinatown, though. Even the city street signs here are written in
both English and Greek (as in “ΠΕΗΠ” for the name of the street with the subway station and “ΔΑΝΦΟΡΘ” for the main drag—can you
tell I’m having fun with my computer?) [At the time I wrote this I was working with one of my gifted and talented students, who
wanted to learn Russian. I’d installed an add-on in Windows that allowed me to quickly switch between English, Spanish, and
Russian keyboards. The Cyrillic alphabet is based on Greek, so that’s likely what I was using for the street names here. I’m
glad they were already in the letter, as the process for finding alternate characters has gotten much more complicated since
the days of Windows 98.]
Greektown is best known for
its food, and we decided to have lunch
here.
At first it looked as if we
wouldn't find a good choice (it was
either extremely elegant restaurants or
McDonalds), but eventually we
happened upon a place called Mr.
Greek. Mr. Greek is a chain with
fifteen locations in greater Toronto.
On the surface the place looks a lot
like Perkins or a similar family
restaurant, but the menu is exclusively
Greek. We started out with pita bread baked with feta cheese and diced tomatoes, sort of a Greek pizza as an appetizer. Then we had
souvlaki, which is essentially shishkabob—that is, grilled meat cooked on skewers. I had beef, while Margaret had lamb. The souvlaki
came with Greek salad (lettuce and a creamy vinaigrette), as well as a yogurt dip called “tartiziki”. Margaret’s dinner came with roast
potatoes and rice, while mine was accompanied by excellently cooked french fries. This was definitely my favorite meal of the trip (and
it was quite moderately priced). If I ever go back to Toronto, I’ll stop by Mr. Greek again. [I’ve also since sought out Greek cuisine
elsewhere; it’s usually inexpensive and generally quite good.]
After lunch we returned to the subway. Outside Pape station there was a young man sitting on the sidewalk asking for change
for a hamburger. He looked freshly scrubbed and well fed, so both Margaret and I passed on giving him anything. The man was
apparently offended by our lack of generosity; he spat on Margaret as she walked past.
I must say I had very little sympathy for this man. There are abundant jobs available in Toronto, and with Canada’s
government health program (the flip side of those taxes I keep mentioning—they pay money, but they do get something for it), it’s
possible to get by on even a low-paying job. For those who are homeless, the city has numerous food and shelter programs. There is
no reason anyone needs to beg here, especially an able-bodied young man.
We took the subway back to Yorkdale one last time and did our last bit of
shopping in Toronto. Each time we had been past the Bay, I had eyed the display
they had in menswear by the entrance. It featured the Wayne Gretzky collection:
dress shirts, pants, sweaters, and jackets endorsed (if not designed) by hockey’s
greatest superstar. Perhaps it comes from years of covering up the damage brawls
on the ice have caused, but #99 definitely knows his clothes. While I can’t afford to
regularly wear any of them, If I could, I’d definitely take Gretzky’s menswear over
Ralph Lauren, Tommy Hilfiger, and the like.
I had hoped I might find an affordable accessory (a belt or tie, perhaps), but
the Great One doesn’t seem to lend his name to such inexpensive things. What I did
find was a clearance on Gretzky’s “summer sweaters” (there’s a concept you don’t
hear of in this country), and I found one that was irresistible. It’s light blue and gold,
the same color scheme as the Pantages Theatre, and the cotton knit of this
“summer” design is a perfect weight to wear at school in winter. The sweater cost
Can$65 (US$43.47), which is horribly expensive, but nowhere close to the $95
pricetag it started with. Pricey as it is, it does make the perfect souvenir of Canada.

David Burrow in his Wayne Gretzky sweater
(Photo taken Christmas Eve, 2008
In the Amtrak station
LaCrosse, Wisconsin

[I’ve worn that sweater frequently in the past decade. It’s become a
staple item for times when I want to look “dressed” without wearing a tie and
jacket, like school conferences or when I go to church or plays while traveling.
It fits well (a bit on the large side if anything), it’s held up extremely well with
wear, and it has a very timeless design that keeps it from looking out of
fashion.]

sweater.

By the way, Gretzky himself will not be` adding to his millions from this
Beyond what the Bay keeps for itself, the profits go to his foundation “to

benefit crippled children across Canada”.
find euphemisms for the disabled.

It’s fascinating that they still use the phrase “crippled children”, when we usually struggle to

We returned to the car and debated whether to take the 401 or city streets out of town. Chances are neither was the correct
decision. In the end we opted for the 401, which moved fairly efficiently most of the time. Margaret remarked several times that most
Toronto drivers seemed unusually polite as big-city drivers go. They were very willing to let people on at entrance ramps and to make
room when people wanted to change lanes. The only problem today on the 401 was accidents. The rain had obviously caused some
problems, and we saw at least four wreckers clearing up things at the side of the road. None of the accidents looked all that serious,
but traffic bottle-necked every time we reached one.
Once we got past the city limits (which you can tell, because the express lanes stop there), the accidents stopped and while
traffic was heavy, it moved efficiently. Margaret complained that the drivers went far faster than the posted 100km/h (62mph) speed
limit. In fact, the provincial police are proposing that the speed limit be raised on Ontario’s freeways to 120km/h (74mph). [I don’t
think they ever did that.] There, like here, no one seems to care about raising the speed limit on two-lane highways—which are the
ones where I think the speed limit could most safely be increased. Ontario’s two-lanes have a speed limit of 80km/h (less than 50mph),
which nobody seems to obey. I’d feel a lot safer driving moderately faster (say 60mph) on a two-lane highway than like a bat out of hell
on a freeway. [Statistically I’m wrong about that opinion, but it’s still how I feel.]
We saw a couple of interesting sights on our way out of Toronto. One was a weigh station. What was noticeable about it was
that they had a big overhead camera focused on the main part of the highway to catch any trucks that failed to pull off and be weighed.
[I guess that must have been new at the time; these days pretty much every weigh station everywhere has such cameras.]
That camera technology is also the basis behind highway 407, a privately-owned tollroad we crossed at the west end of the city. Local
people that the tollroad have transponders mounted on their cars that send an electronic signal every time they use the road. They
have pre-paid accounts that are debited each time they drive on 407. For people without transponders, there are cameras mounted at
every entrance and exit ramp. They record the license plates of each car and then send a bill for the toll (and a hefty service charge) to
the car’s owner. If we had wanted to, Margaret and I could have gotten away with taking that road without paying toll, because
presently the only U.S. cars they bill are those registered in New York, Ohio, and Michigan. There was no reason for us to take the
road, though, so we just continued west.
We exited the 401 at Milton and took a county road (signed “formerly highway 25”) south to Oakville, a classic study in
suburban sprawl that is almost exactly halfway between Toronto and Hamilton. Toronto is part of a megalopolis that Canadians call the
“Golden Horseshoe”. It begins at Ft. Erie (which is across from Buffalo, New York) and includes cities like Welland (as in the canal),
Niagara Falls, St. Catherine’s, Hamilton, Burlington, Oakville, Brampton, Waterloo, Kitchner, Guelph, Brantford, Woodstock, Markham,
Oshawa, and Peterborough. Over four-fifths of Ontario’s population (and about a third of the population of Canada) lives within 50
miles of Lake Ontario’s western shore. That’s 9 million people in an area about the size of an AEA region.
All those people mean lots of traffic, which we found out again as we entered Queen Elizabeth Way (invariably called “the
QEW”) at Oakville. The QEW was Canada’s first freeway, and it makes a “U” [probably better described as a “C”] around the
horseshoe from Toronto to Buffalo. Unlike the 401, QEW is never more than six lanes wide. They couldn’t really widen it if they wanted
to. Near Toronto GO trains run in its median, and further west narrow old overpasses practically scrape the shoulder. We were only on
the QEW for five kilometers, but it was stop and go the whole way—and it wasn’t even rush hour yet.
At Burlington we switched to highway 403, a brand new expressway that runs past the major steel center of Hamilton and on
to Brantford and Woodstock. Hamilton is right on the lake, but its suburbs are high up on a cliff. The freeway seems to climb almost
straight up that cliff. Margaret turned off the air conditioner to help her power, and we saw several trucks that were sputtering along
with their flashers going, because they couldn’t keep up with the minimum speed. It was almost like going up the pass west of Denver,
and not something I expected to find in Ontario.
Before long we made it to Brantford, an industrial city of 80,000 that reminds me a lot of the Waterloo I know in Iowa. Our
mother (and Aunt Alaire) used to have a penpal in Brantford; we visited her on that 1976 trip I was reading about earlier. While we
found out later that the old part of Brantford hasn’t changed much in twenty-three years, out by the freeway everything was brand new.
I had made motel reservations at Brantford’s Day’s Inn. Unfortunately, other than an address, I had no good directions on how
to get there. I had attempted to locate the address on a website that gives maps. Those sites usually work well in the U.S., but I found
out here that they are not always accurate in Canada. [Yahoo! Maps, the service I described, also tends to have problems in
newer suburban areas in the States.] We reached what looked to be the city’s main strip (Wayne Gretzky Parkway—the namesake
of my sweater happens to be one of Brantford’s two famous native sons), but it was nowhere near the place my internet map showed
the hotel should be. So we continued on and eventually found the street whose name was in the motel’s address (Fairview Drive). We
went west on Fairview (which seemed to be what the map indicated), but the street quickly became residential and eventually changed
names (to Tollgate Road). Eventually we turned around and headed back east. Fairview kept switching between residential and
commercial, but there didn’t seem to be much in the way of motels. The most noteworthy feature on Fairview was the Wayne Gretzky
Sports Centre, an enormous arena that would put most big-city stadiums to shame. Whether the Great One coughed up the money
himself or just started a fund drive, his namesake sports complex is certainly outstanding. Finally, after we seemed to have driven
forever, we spotted the Days Inn located—where else—on Wayne Gretzky Parkway. While the motel faced towards Fairview, you
couldn’t actually get there from that street. Its main entrance was off of Gretzky, and why they don’t use that for their address I’ll never
know.

The Day’s Inn was kind of a strange place. All the employees appeared to be of British descent, yet they had an on-site
Japanese restaurant and sushi bar [a concept that would have been quite new at the time]. In the stairwell they had a big display of
autographed photos of famous people who had stayed here (mostly actors and hockey players—though not Wayne Gretzky) who had
stayed here. I had never heard of most of them. In fact, the only one I can remember today is Dr. Hook [a.k.a. George Cummings] a
pop singer from the ‘60s. [“Sylvia’s Mother” and “The Cover of the Rolling Stone” are going through my head as I write this
revision.] There was certainly nothing wrong with the Day’s Inn, but it was the cheapest place we stayed on the whole trip; it surprises
me that all those famous people didn’t go for the more upscale places down the street. [The Days Inn is likely the team hotel for
“bush league” hockey games at the sports complex. Lower-level sports tend to stay at cheap to mid-range accommodations.]
As I said before, Wayne Gretzky Parkway is the strip in Brantford. The hotel was surrounded by fast food: Burger King,
Wendy’s, Taco Bell, Tim Horton’s, Fast Eddie’s, Pizza Hut, and a couple of places I can’t remember. There were two shopping centers
in the immediate area of the motel, with a major mall (that didn’t look to have much of anything in it) across the street. While Margaret
rested a bit, I went out and explored the neighborhood. One of the shopping centers featured another Zeller’s. I browsed through there
and picked up a backpack for just Can$8.97 (US$6.00). While it was over $10 with tax, that’s still a third of what I’d expect to pay. Even
if it wears out in a month [which it did], I’ll have gotten my money out of it. [After buying a string of ultra-cheap backpacks, I’ve
learned that they’re false economy. For the past several years I’ve had a bag made by Victorinox, the maker of Swiss army
knives. The thing was on sale at Staples for about $50, and it’s held up amazingly well. When it finally does “die”, I’ll likely
replace it with another similar bag.]
I stopped briefly at Wendy’s to have a frosty. Then I explored the other nearby shopping center. If my sweater from the Bay
represented the high end of Canada’s retail choices, I was about to experience the opposite extreme. Value Village was like no store
I’ve seen anywhere else. On the outside it looked like any other discount store; if anything it looked a bit more upscale than Zeller’s.
Once I passed through the door, though, it was clearly something else again. Part of Value Village’s inventory is the same kind of
overstocks they sold at Honest Ed’s. Part of it is seconds, like you’d find at an outlet mall. The rest is second-hand goods, like you’d
see at a Goodwill store. It’s all mixed together, and you can’t really tell what’s what. Nothing in the store is over $20 (including
television sets), and almost everything is under $5. I was astonished at some of the things they had for sale, like a high school baseball
jersey with some kid’s name and number on it. Unless “MCKAY” (#14) is the stud of the school, I can’t imagine who would buy it—but
there it was for $1.99. I picked up a purple dress shirt (a second, because of one deformed button) for $2.99 and an iced tea spoon
(they had one such spoon in the store) for $.29. [The shirt never fit right, and I eventually gave it to Goodwill. I still have the iced
tea spoon, and I use it quite frequently. It’s made of a heavy stainless steel and is of much higher quality than most modern
flatware—definitely worth the few cents I paid for it.]
I made one last stop before returning to the motel. I used my last two-dollar coin to buy a box of Timbits at Tim Horton’s.
Mostly it was for the entertainment value after having seen their ads, but I must say the things are good. This assortment was a bit
heavy on chocolate doughnuts, but they were tasty nonetheless. And, since there’s no tax on take-out, I can testify to the fact that “2”
minus “1” equals “Timbits”.
We had dinner tonight at O’Toole’s, a sports bar across the parking lot from the motel. [A sports bar is definitely not
something I’d choose, but Margaret has a serious bias against fast food.] We sat outside on their patio, under an umbrella
advertising Corona beer (kind of strange to see ads for the south-of-the-border brew up here). I had chicken a la Suisse, which was a
lot like chicken parmesan—marinara sauce and cheese over poultry and pasta. Margaret had lasagna. There appeared to be one
waitress for the place, and I can’t say she was all that efficient—at least to us. Everybody else appeared to be regulars, and she
brought food and drink to some of them even before they ordered. Mostly she just ignored us, though.
Back at our room we watched the Global network news on TV, read some papers, and then went off to sleep.

THURSDAY, August 5

Brantford, Ontario to Joliet, Illinois (appx. 475 miles)
While we may have covered more miles other days, this was definitely the longest day of the trip.
We again watched CBC Morning before setting out today. This time their feature interview was with a man who was
entertaining at the Pan Am Games. He was an excellent juggler, who was obviously scaring the you know what out of the interviewer
by juggling knives right beside her during the interview. He also demonstrated how to eat fire.
Besides Wayne Gretzky, Brantford also claims one other famous person as its own. That is inventor Alexander Graham Bell.
Bell was actually born in Scotland, and he built his first telephone in Massachusetts, but he spent most of his formative years in Ontario.
In fact, he drew up many of the plans for the telephone right here in Brantford. I vaguely remembered seeing the Bell homestead with
Hilda (my mother’s penpal) back in ’76, but I couldn’t have told you a thing about it. Since we were here anyway, Margaret and I
decided to tour the homestead this morning.
That was easier said than done, since the homestead is signed at least as badly as everything else in Ontario. (For a place
that thrives on tourists, they could definitely improve things in that respect.) It is well south of the city proper, in an area I’m sure was
rural when the Bells lived there. Today the area is a ritzy housing development. We eventually found the place, parked in their tiny lot,

and went into the visitor’s center. Unfortunately, we were told they would not be opening until 9:30 (it was about 9:10 at the time). We
drove around a while and gave ourselves the grand tour of beautiful Brantford. This killed most of the time, and then we sat in the car
and read a bit out of the newspapers until the place officially opened.

Bell Homestead – Brantford, Ontario
While it’s another place I won’t be rushing back to, I’m glad to have seen the Bell homestead as an adult. It’s interesting.
They started out with a film that I didn’t think I would like, but ended up liking immensely. They have a local actor portraying an elderly
Bell recalling his days in Canada. He notices many of the artifacts that are on display here and reminisces about their significance.
After the film, we walked through Bell’s home (complete with the office where they have the plans for the phone laid out). It intrigued
me that, unlike most such museums, you can go right in most of the rooms; we could probably have even touched the furniture if we
had wanted to. We didn’t, of course, but we did get more of a feel for the place than we would have if everything had been roped off.
Beside Bell’s home is another old wood
house that is famous for being the first telephone
exchange in Canada. Its front room is restored to
show the original switchboard, and in back they have
a display of historic telephones. I was intrigued at
how many of these “old-fashioned” models were in
use even in my lifetime. They would actually do well
to update this part of the museum. It stops at about
1970 (with things like the “Princess” phone), and an
awful lot has happened in telecommunications since
then.
We got yet another grand tour of Brantford
after we left the Bell homestead. We stopped for gas
at a Canadian Tire store that had a “gas bar” out
front. I spent all but the last of my Canadian money
on juice, ice cream, and today’s edition of the Sun.
Before long we finally made it out of town.
We took the 403 back to the 401, which we
re-joined near Woodstock. We drove back past
Ingersoll and London and then exited onto the 402,
yet another in Ontario’s network of “interstates”. The

Canada’s first telephone exchange – Brantford, Ontario

402 is probably the most interesting of the freeways we followed. Here the fields alternate with scrubby forest, which at least gives a bit
of variety to the landscape. We continued west for an hour or so and eventually made it to the city of Sarnia.
While I had all but exhausted my Canadian money, Margaret still had two $20 bills and a bit of change. Sarnia was our last
chance to spend that money, so we decided to have lunch here. We drove around for quite a while before eventually stopping at a
place called Casey’s Grillehouse. This was obviously a chain, and while the food was good, I wouldn’t recommend that you eat there.
Their prices were not cheap to start with, and their pricing structure was bizarre. Everything, even the condiments, was a la carte. For
example, Margaret paid $.88 extra to get gravy on her mashed potatoes. We both had steak, as well as one last bowl of Canadian
French onion soup. The bill ended up being a bit of a surprise—it was $41.50, and with tip it used up not only those twenties, but also
every last cent of Margaret’s change. (Even converting to US$27.75, that’s an awfully expensive lunch—and we didn’t even have
anything but water to drink.)
Before leaving Canada, let me make a quick comment about Canadian money, since it’s changed since I last wrote a
Canadian travelogue. Canada, of course, officially uses the dollar—just as we do in America. I can remember back when I was a child,
that the Canadian dollar was a blue-green bill with the Queen’s picture on it that was worth quite a bit more than the greenback. Not
only has the value gone down dramatically, but Canada has introduced high-value coins. Today the smallest bank note is worth $5
(US$3.34), and the only other bill in common circulation is the $20 ($13.38). They make tens, but you don’t see very many of them.
[They seem to have become more common in recent years.] We also got a fifty once from an ATM, but neither they nor hundreds
seem very common. [The fifties and hundreds seem to have all but disappeared. These days the twenty is pretty much the
standard currency of Canada.]
What is common is the high-value change. In addition to the pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters (which still look like U.S.
coins, but weigh less than them), Canada has been using one-dollar coins (US$.67) for just over a decade now. The “loonies” (sonamed for the birds that grace their backs) are made of a brass-like metal, and these days they are invariably badly tarnished. (At least
they’re a different color than other coins, though; they avoided the mistake our government made with the “Suzie” dollar coins that
looked like quarters.) Loonies are about as common as a quarter is here. Every vending machine takes them, and you can’t buy
anything without getting a pocketful of them in change.
In addition to the dollar coins, about three years ago the government introduced $2 coins (US$1.34), which I’ve heard called
both “twonies” and “dubloons”, both of which are obviously stupid take-offs on the “loonie” concept. [They seem to have settled on
“twonie” as the name of the coin.] The two-dollar coins are about the size of our half dollars, and they’re kind of like a coin inside a
coin—with a brass center surrounded by a circle of nickel. [Most other countries have similar bimetallic coins, but Canada is the
first place I encountered them.] They replaced the old red $2 bills, which you never see at all these days. Most stores put the
“twonies” in one of the bill slots in their cash register, since there aren’t enough coin spaces otherwise. The twos aren’t nearly as
common as the dollar coins (and most vending machines won’t take them), but you do see a lot of them. [Two-dollar coins are VERY
standard these days, and every vending machine takes them.] They add up, too. Here, if you have a pocketful of change, it rarely
is more than a couple of dollars; in Canada that change could easily add up to ten dollars.
The Bluewater Bridge between Ontario and Michigan was under construction, but we crossed it fairly quickly. After the fuss
we had at Canada Customs, we were almost dreading returning to the States. When we pulled up to the booth in Port Huron, here’s
what the officer asked:
•
•
•

What is your citizenship?
How long have you been in Canada?
Did you buy anything?

The first two questions were obvious, but the last one was rather open-ended. The one thing Margaret acknowledged was a bottle of
wine she had picked up at the L.C.B.O. (Liquor Control Board of Ontario) at Yorkdale. The officer waved us on, and we were back in
America. (The wine was certainly the only vaguely controversial thing we had with bought, and both our purchases together wouldn’t
have added up to the US$400 that each of us could bring back.)
We followed I-69 westward (though the official direction is “south”) toward Flint. On a whim we decided to pull off at Exit 155
when we saw a sign for—what else—Tim Horton’s. There are thirty-seven Tim Horton’s locations in Michigan now, as well as two in
the Toledo, Ohio, area. [They’ve since opened franchises all through the northeastern U.S. and are expanding overseas.] We
stopped to see if the one in Lapeer, Michigan, was the same as the ones in Ontario. The menu (doughnuts, soups, and sandwiches)
was identical, but Tim Horton’s is definitely more expensive in Michigan. The doughnuts that cost Can$.75 in Ontario cost US$.60
here. That sounds like less, but it’s actually 20% more expensive. What’s more, in Michigan, while the sales tax is lower, it applies to
everything; you can’t opt out of the tax by getting your order “to go”. We bought a box of American Timbits, which cost US$1.89,
instead of Can$1.99 (more than 40% more expensive, not counting the additional tax in Michigan). With American money they can’t do
the clever add with the math, either.
One reason for the different prices may be that wages are lower in Canada. In looking through want ads in the Toronto
papers, it quickly became clear that Canada’s minimum wage is $7.50 an hour. That works out to US$5.02, which is quite a bit less
than my students make at McDonalds or HyVee (and less than the girls at Tim Horton’s in Lapeer could legally make). Wages and
salaries for most jobs seem to be less in Canada (teaching is one of the few exceptions), and all types of taxes (income, sales,

property, gas) are dramatically higher. While you don’t notice it at first, the difference is evident. Canada looks a lot like the U.S., but it
is a somewhat poorer country. The people are middle class, but they’re not rich. You see this in smaller homes and more apartments,
fewer SUVs and more economy cars, very few people ordering “super size” fast food, and almost none of the kids wearing designer
labels on their behinds. Economically Canada seems a lot like our country was when I was growing up. In some ways I’m more
comfortable there than I am in our present economy, where everybody (too often including me) seems to feel they need every luxury
they can get.
[Sadly, Canada got more and more like the States in the late ‘90s and early 2000s. As I write this revision, both
countries are facing the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression. While my reaction includes some shock and
horror, I also want to scream “I told you so”. Ever since the Clinton years (which was when this trip was made) we seem to
have worshipped the stock market and the theory that everything could just keep on growing endlessly—even for companies
that didn’t make anything or really do much of anything. Clearly the end has come; it’s just too bad so many people have to
suffer for all those years of wrong choices and lack of regulation.]
We made it through Michigan fairly quickly, stopping only briefly at Marshall to get gas. Just south of there we re-joined the
Indiana Tollroad. For most of the way across Indiana traffic rolled right along. Then, a little way past South Bend, we came to a dead
stop in the middle of nowhere. There was bridge construction, and two lanes needed to go down to one. That really didn’t explain the
back-up, though. Similar things happen on Iowa’s interstates all the time, and people manage to merge without incident. There wasn’t
a great deal more traffic here than you’d find in Iowa, but for some reason we had a rural traffic jam. We got past the bridge and things
started moving again, but then it clogged up again near Michigan City (the easternmost extent of Chicagoland). We had another dead
stop, and traffic appeared to be stop-and-go for as far as we could see. We took Exit 34 to Westville and left the madness of the
tollway behind us.
From Westville we headed west on state U.S. 6, the same road we had taken through all the Chicagoland malls and car
dealers on the way out. Here it’s still mostly forested hills, although the housing developments are definitely encroaching. We turned
on state highway 49, which we followed south to Valparaiso, a town we had been through last summer on the way out to New York.
There we joined U.S. 30 west to Illinois. It was nearly sunset when Margaret turned onto highway 30, and we battled thirty miles of
glare until we got to the Illinois border. Fortunately, traffic was fairly light, and while the drive was tiring, we made it through Indiana
safely.
We saw an interesting sight near the Illinois/Indiana border. For about five miles we paralleled a police car, alternately passing
each other and catching up at the next stop light. The police car first stood out because most of the time we drove beside it, we were
not in its jurisdiction. It also stood out because of the ad on its trunk. Where most police departments mention “911” emergency
service, this one was advertising its website. You can go reach them at http://www.scherervillepd.com. I took a break from writing this
to check out that website. They definitely put a lot of time into it, but I’m not sure it does anything to prevent crime. Fortunately crime
doesn’t seem to be a big problem in Schererville. According to the statistics they post, in May (the most recent month available), there
were just fifteen charges filed in this town of 20,000. The most serious was an attempted arson. There were also three burglaries, two
fraud charges, one charge of dealing marijuana, and one charge of stalking. Everything else was in the “criminal mischief” category.
[They’ve apparently discontinued that website; I went there again while revising this, and now it’s just a bunch of ads,
presumably put there by whoever served the site in the past.]
Just west of Schererville we crossed into Illinois and entered a series of towns that almost certainly have more crime
problems. I read not long ago that Ford Heights (named after a big factory where they make Tauruses) has the honor of being the
poorest suburb in America, and nearby Chicago Heights and Flossmoor can’t be far behind (or ahead, depending on your point of
view). Technically these places are suburban (it’s almost 30 miles to the Loop, compared to the 8 miles we traveled from “suburban”
Oak Park at Christmas), but they look and feel like the inner city.
Once again the familiar names of Chicagoland boulevards served as landmarks, charting our progress this evening: State,
Halstead, Western, Pulaski, Cicero, Central, Ridgeland, and Harlem. The neighborhoods got better as the sky got darker, and before
long we were at New Lenox and I-80 once again. It was going on 9:30 at night, but I-80 was still bumper-to-bumper as we headed west
toward Joliet. Construction narrowed it to one lane in each direction, and every time we hit an interchange (which is basically every
mile), there was a bit of a bottleneck as people tried to merge. Finally we reached Larkin Avenue, the same exit where we had left I-80
coming eastbound a week ago. We turned north, and stopped at the nearby Comfort Inn.
I almost always travel with reservations these days, mostly for the security of knowing I won’t have to look for a room at the
end of the day. This evening I found out a bit of the raw cash value of reservations. I had booked this room months ago at the Comfort
Inn website, and I had a guaranteed rate of just over $45 a night. While the clerk was waiting for my credit card to clear, an elderly
couple came in without reservations requesting essentially the same room we had—two double beds, non-smoking. The motel did
have space available, but the price they quoted the couple (which probably included a senior discount) was almost $70. Then again, if I
were that couple and I had no place to stay at 9:30 at night, I suppose I’d pay whatever it took to get a room. [I go back and forth
about what I think of the way hotel rooms are priced. It seems silly that identical rooms should cost vastly different amounts,
but I do understand the concept of supply and demand. Most of the time I tend to use varying prices to my advantage. I do
wish things were simpler, though.]
We got settled in and walked across the parking lot for either a late supper or an early midnight snack at Steak & Shake. I
think I must have been in grade school the last time I ate at one of those places. Margaret wasn’t very hungry; she just had shortcake.

I had an interesting dish that was basically chili on top of pasta—really quite good. We both had malts, too. They’re Steak & Shake’s
specialty, and they were delicious. [Steak & Shake has since expanded into Iowa, but it’s still not a place I go with any
frequency.]

FRIDAY, August 6

Joliet, Illinois to Algona, Iowa (appx. 490 miles)
We slept quite late this morning, but after the long day yesterday that refreshed us a bit. The motel had brochures advertising
a breakfast buffet that was supposed to include all kinds of fruit and the like. It turned out to be continental breakfast, and barely that.
Mostly they had toast, with about two bagels left at the bottom of a basket. We filled our coffee mugs and were off on our way.
We got on I-80, and for a change traffic patterns went our way. Things were congested eastbound, but our westbound route
was smooth sailing. We headed to LaSalle, where we caught I-39 north. We stopped for gas at an enormous truckstop in Rochelle
and then drove on north to Rockford. We had more congestion there, as both I-39 and U.S. 20 funneled together to pass through just
two tollbooths at the entrance to the Northwest Tollway (I-90). We took U-90 north (though technically the direction is “west”) to
Madison, where we picked up highway 18. Just west of Madison we came to another dead stop on a four-lane highway. This time
there had been some sort of accident. The vehicles involved didn’t seem to be particularly damaged, but one of them was on fire and
at least two ambulances were responding.
We stopped for lunch in Dodgeville, at a local chain called Culver’s. Everyone else in Wisconsin seemed to be stopped there
with us. There was no available parking in the lot, so we found squeezed in behind a pick-up that was at the side of the drive-through
entrance. Once we ordered, there was nowhere to sit down. We felt like vultures hovering at the side and waiting for someone to
leave. Eventually we found a place and enjoyed a pleasant little lunch. It was here that I remarked to Margaret about how much
thinner the people in Toronto seemed. I also thought back to last summer when I went up to Sault Sainte Marie. I stopped for food at
an A&W in Green Bay, and it seemed as if all the people there were grossly overweight, too. Maybe it’s just something about
Wisconsin—all that cheese, or perhaps it’s the beer.
We had one more delay with the highway under construction east of Prairie du Chien. This time it wasn’t backed up, but it was
detoured. We made our way through the last of Wisconsin on roads that probably shouldn’t carry one-tenth of the traffic they were
handling this summer, and finally we crossed the Mississippi.
We headed north from Marquette on highway 76, stopping briefly for gas at Waukon. From there is was back roads to
Margaret’s place. I got things transferred to my car, said a quick good-bye, and headed westward on my own. There was one last bit
of construction at Osage (according to USA Today there is more road construction in America this summer than at any other time in
history), but I made it through okay and got home eightish. After getting unpacked, the first thing I did was to check and see how the
baseball team had done while I was gone. I was pleased to hear of their success, and I settled in at home—the end of a delightful trip.

General Observations
We’ll haul out the old stand-bys to prompt the editorials:
DID YOU LIKE TORONTO? Absolutely. In fact, with the exception of the traffic problems getting there, it’s one of my favorite places
anywhere. I’ve enjoyed most of the cities I’ve visited, but most of them are in the “nice place to visit; wouldn’t want to live there”
category. Both Margaret and I remarked that we could enjoy living in Toronto. It’s a green and shady city that’s easy to get around, full
of fun things to do, and populated with delightful people.
WHAT DID YOU LIKE MOST? That’s hard to say. I enjoyed almost everything on this trip. Things that stand out include the delicious
lunch in Greektown, the streetcar ride along Queen Street West, and the hike through Rosedale and the ravine. I also enjoyed driving
all over Ingersoll, even if we never did find a grocery store.
WHAT DID YOU LIKE LEAST? There was almost nothing I truly disliked. More it was a case of finding some things that seemed overpriced or over-rated. Phantom of the Opera was one of those. So was the Toronto Zoo, and for me at least so was the Royal Ontario
Museum (I liked it, but I felt $14 was more than a little steep for admission). [I think Margaret liked the ROM quite a lot, but it’s more
her type of museum than mine.]
WHAT ARE TORONTONIANS LIKE? I’ve already said “young”, “thin”, “multi-racial”, and “middle class”. That pretty much covers it.
While I used the adjective “delightful” just three paragraphs ago, I wouldn’t describe Torontonians as particularly friendly. Neither,
though, were they cold or aloof. That’s probably why I liked them; they were very much like me that way. Because it’s virtually all
immigrants, Toronto is totally different from anywhere else I have ever been. The city is trying very hard to create an ethnic stew, where
everybody can keep their own identity, yet contribute to the flavor of the whole. It seems to be working, and I can only hope it
continues. It helps that everyone here is in the same boat. The city is nobody’s home, yet they’re trying hard to make it a better place
than wherever it was they came from. I was impressed at how happily all these diverse people live together; we could learn a thing or

two from them. [I’d find the same thing later in Los Angeles and in Queens, New York. I’d actually say I liked both of those
places better than Toronto, but I hadn’t been to either of them yet at this point.]
WHAT WILL YOU REMEMBER MOST FROM THE TRIP? There are a bunch of strange images filed away in my mind from this trip.
For instance, I remember wheels—rollerblades, bicycles, and the ubiquitous strollers. Everyone in Toronto seems to move on peoplepowered wheels. I remember the racial diversity—the groups of kids at the mall joking with each other and obviously not caring who
was from where. Then there’s the safety and honesty I’d never expect in so large a city. I remember the woman arguing to make the
McDonalds clerk charge her more and my $5 bill being returned by an anonymous passerby.
If there’s one thing that sums up Toronto, though, it’s the orderliness of this most Canadian of cities. Nothing showed that
more than the safety posters on the TTC. They urged people to stand clear of the yellow line at the edge of the platform. On the
posters they showed a crowd of people all neatly lined up, rank and file, and standing a good three feet back of the line. The
orderliness that poster portrays is the very essence of Canada.
[Years later it’s the diversity I remember above all in Toronto. Canada at this point had just started welcoming the
world, and Toronto was the first place I’d encounter the “cultural mosaic” that the maple leaf represents in modern times. A
few years earlier we’d seen masses of immigrants going through customs at Toronto International Airport, and it was clear on
this trip that Toronto was very much a city of immigrants. Years later I’d find even more diversity in Vancouver, and I gather
st
pretty much every Canadian city is multicultural in the 21 Century. Toronto is where I experienced that first, though, and it
really symbolizes just how diverse modern day Canada is.]

